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1. Introduction
The Weissensee Jewish cemetery was founded in 1880 and thrived with numerous burials per day, where
the higher classes of Berlin Jews erected sophisticated architectural tombs. The Second World War brought
an abrupt end to daily businesses on the burial terrain, as Jews were systematically being deported and
exterminated. This caused a quick demise in the level of maintenance for the cemetery, as the number of
employees taking care of the 100 acres of terrain dropped from about 200 to approximately a dozen of
caretakers. After the war, the Jewish community of Berlin was just a fraction of the 170.000 members it
once counted. Those who managed to return from the war were generally deprived of their possessions,
hence why limited financial resources could be accessed to manage the Jewish institutions of Berlin, such
as schools, synagogues, health care establishments and cemeteries. The maintenance and preservation of
the heritage at the Weissensee cemetery was severely suffering under these circumstances, and the Cold
War was the cause for the further degradation of the cemetery as the territory was located in East-Berlin
and subjected to structural vandalism. It is only for the last three decades that the appreciation for
preserving the cemetery as a site of heritage grew, as gradually private initiatives and monumental
organizations invest in generating governmental or cultural funds for restoration and maintenance projects.
Surprisingly, the Jewish Community of Berlin is generally not the main motivator for such interventions, as
they rather utilize their financial resources for supporting their ‘living’ institutions. According to Jewish
burial traditions a grave is granted eternal existence and thus, Jewish cemeteries or individual graves are
generally never cleared out. If these places are poorly maintained, it is evident that nature eventually takes
over. The Weissensee case shows an laborious back and forth between desiring to maintain, but lacking in
fundamental resources. The study sets an example of how the desire to hold on to the past is expressed, as
appreciation for heritage is gaining more momentum. Weissensee as a religious institution is gradually
being transcended as a site of significant heritage value. These interventions are mostly due to the lack of
resources by the Jewish community of Berlin to maintain the cemetery in a manner that sets
conservationists at ease, hence why non-religious initiatives take over in preserving the cemetery and its
memories.
This phenomenon, where the Weissensee cemetery is now managed as Jewish heritage by predominantly
non-Jewish initiatives, despite its initial religious purpose, is an example of a distinct phenomenon for
Europe in the aftermath of the Holocaust. By the late 90’s, Jewish sites became part of the national
experience, as witnesses of the loss of Jewish communities during the Holocaust (Gruber, 2002: 5).
Whatever is perceived as ‘Jewish’, was now becoming a highlighted component in the public domain in
societies where Jews were absent. In this, even the Holocaust is considered a Jewish ‘thing’, blurring the
distinction between Judaism as a religion and the genocide of the Jewish people. Although the Holocaust is
a universal term, it is false to assume that the events of the war represent a similar impact throughout
Europe both during the war and in the aftermath of the war (Laarse, 2013: 121). The importance in this
statement lies in the notion that there seems to be an incompatibility in the Holocaust capturing a universal
memory. For one, Central-Eastern Europe was the center of the mass killings by the Nazis during World War
II (Laarse, 2013: 125). Also, the events of the Cold War that followed, had Central-Eastern Europe suffering
under more terror, by the Stalinist regime. These two aspects can be considered important drivers for the
ongoing discussions regarding the uniform approach to the impacts of the war, while being significantly
different in the West and in the East. Hence why, the heritagization of the Holocaust memory post ‘89 in
Central-Eastern Europe is characterized by the call for recognition of their communist past (Mazzucchelli,
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Laarse & Reijnen, 2014: 11). This represents a shift in the European Holocaust paradigm, exposing the
memory competition between Central-Eastern and Western Europe while in the political process of a
further unifying Europe. Whereas the Holocaust memory in West Europe transformed to a general feeling
of guilt and regret, Central-Eastern Europe still had to undergo major developments to recover from the
second wave of violence they had suffered during the Cold War. As a result, Central-Eastern Europe took a
resistant position in taking over this submissive approach to the Holocaust, as most post-communist
countries considered themselves rather victims of communism than pro-German perpetrators (Black, 2016:
226).
The public opinion on Jews in Poland after the Cold War was rather antisemitic. On the one hand, many
people in postwar Poland believed they had done all in their power to save the life of Jews as ‘Righteous
among the Nations’ and thus had no reason for guilt (Steinlauf, 1997: 125). Alongside these beliefs, mostly
carried out by witnesses of the war, also a Jewish cultural revival emerged in the 80’s as Jewish tourism
expanded and generated a commodification of the Jewish ‘thing’ (ibidem: 227). A new Jewish generation
surfaced, mostly descendants of former U-boat Jews that remained in Poland after the war, and increasingly
invested in carrying out their Jewish origins. Furthermore, Polish sites of terror were given new meaning as
sites of memory, such as Nazi camps and former ghetto’s, as a response to a growing international interest
from Holocaust survivors and descendants of victims from abroad (ibidem: 228). This development is
compatible with the notion that Central-Eastern European Jewish culture and heritage is more influenced
by its postwar diaspora of Jewish survivors and is thus characterized by a more bottom-up approach to the
implementations of Holocaust memory (Brauch, Lipphardt & Nocke, 2008: 7).
This brief inquiry in the memory related concepts of the Holocaust in Europe, portrays the foundation for
academic debates and discussions in the field of heritage and memory. Hence why this thesis is a follow up
on the fundamental questions that remained after researching the Weissensee Jewish cemetery in Berlin.
Because, when a site has been deprived of its community, characterized by absence and tragic loss, what is
the meaning of such a place in the contemporary local community and how can this be related to the
academic debates in the Holocaust paradigm? In order to build a case for comparative analysis, the focus
of this research will deepen the characteristics of several Jewish cemeteries in the Netherlands, holding them
against the light in the realm of the debates of the Holocaust memory in Europe.
The Dutch public opinion on the Holocaust shifted in the mid-60’s, by a growing acknowledgment of guilt
towards the victims of the war, based on a rather false perception on the level of cooperation to the
systematic deportation of Jews during the war (Black, 2016: 184). During the war, the Dutch public was
generally opposed to the Nazi occupation and the oppression of the Jewish minority in the Netherlands.
Despite the notion that reasons for guilt not necessarily account for the Dutch majority, and in ratio should
have been appointed to the Dutch minority of fascists (NSB), a growing sense of responsibility amongst the
Dutch public nonetheless emerged. It was before that shift, that the remembrance of the war was focused
on the ‘heroification’ of the resistance movement, rather than the victimization of the fallen. Alexander et
al. (2002: 114) justifies this as the narrative of the hero embodying triumph and sovereignty, whereas the
narrative of the victim represents the acknowledgment of trauma. It shows how memory is a dynamic
concept, continuously subjected to social, political and economic interventions.
As for the Jewish population of the Netherlands prior to World War II, Jewish communities also emerged
outside the larger cities and established in smaller communities significantly by the end of the 18th century.
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These Jewish communities are generally referred to as the Mediene of the city it surrounded (e.g. the
Mediene of Amsterdam, the Mediene of Groningen) (Interview Wallet 2020). Subsequently, as integration
improved and municipalities granted permission for establishing a Jewish religious community, synagogues
and burial grounds were purchased and utilized. Currently, these (former) synagogues and cemeteries are
no longer serving to a religious community, as these Jewish communities are now absent. The absence of a
Jewish community is evident for locations where the Mediene once was established, but it is the timing of
when these communities left that differ. Generally, it is safe to say that by the end of World War II, most of
the Mediene communities had vanished and were never re-established. So, there are numerous
municipalities housing a Jewish cemetery that respect the Jewish laws of eternal rest. This raises questions
of authorship and ownership, as now these cemeteries have lost their connection with their former Jewish
communities, becoming subjected to the interpretations of a non-Jewish community. Hence why the
interest, because what happens if a community-based site is deprived of its community? This general
approach is more specified when taking the events of World War II into account in relation to postwarrelated heritagization phenomena in the Netherlands. The Holocaustization of Jewish heritage has been
critically assessed in multiple international cases, but has not been taking into consideration in reviewing
Jewish cemeteries in the Netherlands. By selecting several Dutch cases as the base of this research, an
understanding of the management of desolate and dissonant heritage is constructed.
Virtual Jewishness as an international phenomenon, such as described by Gruber (2002: 5), also accounts
for the Netherlands. Take for example the chapter on conflict tourism by Van der Laarse (2018: 31-54),
where he exemplifies the mechanism of ‘holoscaping’ through Polish and Dutch cases. The concept reveals
the process of the heritagization of the urban environment as the product of politics of memory and
identity, initiated by a variety of stakeholder interests that aim to serve the tourist industry. In these urban
Holoscapes, visitors are invited to walk in the footsteps of the Jewish victim, while maneuvering through
the contemporary fabric of cities. The urban Holoscape in Amsterdam, customized in Walk 3 of the AngloAmerican Cadogan guide, resonates with the powerful capability of tourist guides to lead visitors along the
highlights of an unfamiliar place with an equally unfamiliar language (ibidem: 39). The walking tour is
focused on guiding visitors alongside the Jewish highlights of Amsterdam in the former Jewish quarter and
the Jordaan area. Although the Jewish quarter almost vanished entirely after the postwar reconstruction of
the city, this vanished past is now deconstructed and molded as a characteristic of the Jewish identity
(ibidem: 40). Although the former Jewish quarter does connect most of the Jewish traces, museums and
heritage of the city, it might falsely suggest the presence of a Jewish ghetto while actually the majority of
the Jewish population in Amsterdam lived in the Southern located neighborhoods. It seems remarkable also
that the Jordaan quarter is integrated as a Jewish highlight, since this area of the city has little connection
to a Jewish past, besides the nearby located Anne Frank house. The reconstruction of a Jewish past in
Amsterdam, brings us back to Gruber’s (2002: 5) analysis on the fabrication of a Jewish world in societies
absent of Jews, which has proven to be a popular strategy for city marketing.
So, what remains for this thesis is to explore whether the selected cases of Jewish cemeteries in the
Netherlands fit in this frame of virtual Jewishness, by exploring the motives and meanings for investing in
the status of these places within local communities of which these cemeteries are part of. This thesis will
now further proceed according to the general question that is posed, entailing the exploration of the
relations between memory and space in dissonant heritage.
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Firstly, the research framework elaborates on the academic debates in heritage and memory related
concepts, incorporating Holocaust trends in these overlapping disciplines. The literature that is presented,
on the heritage discipline, on the purposes of heritage in the social world and its pitfalls, is designed to
gradually draft a more specified approach in regards to the thesis. The framework thus further determines
the direction of the thesis by incorporating the Holocaust-theme. The body of literature that is composed,
not only creates an understanding of the direction of the research but also serves as a base for the
problematization for the comparative case study and thus, enables dialogue between these two
components of the thesis. Hence why secondly, the direction and justification of the study is further
determined in the methodology chapter. In this chapter the research questions, research design, methods
of data collection and methods of data analysis are presented as the base of case study to follow. Drafting
a clear understanding of the research process, facilitates the translation between the research framework
and the empirical segment of the thesis. Thirdly, after the research process is familiarized, the case study is
constructed by first presenting the landscape biographies of the Dutch cases, followed by its site analyses.
After this national approach, an international approach is introduced through investigating the
characteristics of Central-Eastern European themes of Holocaustization. This international approach is
accompanied by analyses of Polish and Ukrainian cases, which enables the comparative assessment of the
Dutch cases in relation to international trends. Lastly, the overall findings of this research are captured in
the conclusions of this thesis, alongside a perspective on further developments regarding the
Holocaustization of heritage within societies.
The abovementioned thesis layout is a means to construct argumentations for the main research question,
that explores to what extend the assessment of five small Jewish cemeteries in North Holland are
comparable with European Holocaustization phenomena, from a heritage and memory perspective. As this
thesis will elaborate, it is believed that the status of Jewish cemeteries within the landscape are not standing
by itself but rather the product of the existing, and changes in, political, social and economic structures.
These aspects are not only locally distinguishable, but are connected with national and international
agendas. Hence why the multi-levelled focus of this research, as a contribution to gain an adequate
understanding of these processes.
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2. Research Framework
The heritage discourse
Heritage is a dynamic concept and thus subjected to a wide range of interpretations and debates. In order
to gain an adequate understanding how heritage functions as an umbrella for academic concepts and
theories, a selection of literature is reviewed, compared and assessed. Harvey (2008: 32) acknowledges the
dynamics of heritage as a process in which people make use of the past in their present. This statement is
directly derived from Smith’s (2006: 11-13) perspective of heritage as a discursive construction translated
in material outcomes and explains the human interference in valuing objects as heritage. However, Harveys
approach also follows a whole line of heritage research that emerged since the 80’s, from which Van der
Laarse (2005) introduces a variety of academics and their approach to the heritage debate. Take for
example Lowenthal’s view on the heritage cult as a way of dealing with the past through experience,
compatible with memory rather than history (ibidem: 10). Heritage as a concept shaped and valued by
people, thus has the potential to serve needs, rather than to educate. Rigney uses the example of iconic
historical landscapes as a display of patriotism, that have simultaneously proven to be popular destinations
for tourism (ibidem: 3). It reveals how heritage is an adequate means to not only construct an identity, as
supported by Leerssen’s notion on the continuation of the nationalist approach to the literary tradition, but
also for commodification. Ashworth follows this perspective through addressing the consumption of places,
in which he uses Urry’s tourist gaze to emphasize the powerful impact of the visitor in the transformation
of place into a worthy destination (ibidem: 8). More generally approached, it is evident that language and
communication are at the base of perceiving an object as heritage, not because this is a fixed entity but
because a community has agreed upon determining the value of an object. The UNESCO World Heritage
organization phrases this in ‘the present manifestations of the human past’. These two definitions both
highlight a relation between the present and the past, where the past is of function to the present. UNESCO
uses the term ‘manifestations’, and thus leaves the stake of people in heritage unclarified in their definition,
as opposed to Harvey emphasizing how people are the initiators of these manifestations. Additionally,
Smith (2012: 1) rephrases manifestations as processes in which we make sense of the past through valuing
memories, cultural and social meanings. Also, the political aspect of heritage is emphasized, as that what is
(going to be) considered heritage is performed through negotiations. The “authorized heritage discourse”
is a dominant entity in the realm of heritage and legitimizes the politics of heritage, based on the
preservation of the past for future generations (Smith 2012: 5). These professionalized views originated in
the 19th and 20th century and legitimizes the regulation of historical and cultural legacies in a material sense.
In this, the perception of heritage is to preserve tangible objects of historical significance as it was found,
focusing on monumentalizing that what is esthetically satisfactory for a spectator while serving identitybuilding. The AHD is considered to be an Eurocentric approach, where heritagization is practiced in topdown policies embracing the hierarchies distinguishable in societies. The critical heritage theory however
sheds the needed light on the shortcomings of the AHD by questioning how, why and by whom an object
or phenomenon becomes heritage. Increasingly, as a critique of the AHD, scholars explore the
consequences of these processes of heritagization (Macdonald, 2013: 17). Winter (2013: 533) elaborates
further on the intentions of critical heritage studies, aiming to cover aspects that focus on the extensions
of heritage and the various fields heritage has a stake in. Now, heritage is not an isolated object of a certain
allocated value, but placed within social structures in a world that is constantly changing. This
acknowledgment, where place is considered dynamic through time, is a representation of the spatial turn
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in heritage approaches from the 70’s onwards (Bailan, 2014: 56). This theoretical shift, enabled analysis
through collecting data and layering meanings in relation to space. The concept of landscape biographies
by Kolen & Renes (2015) is an analytical approach of this paradigm, as an interdisciplinary tool in assessing
space, through explaining the narrative of a landscape that has been the foundation of life based on its
physical and non-physical traces. These traces of life, through the interference of for example flora, fauna
or humans evolves and thus alters its environment continuously. Through investigating in the biographies
of landscapes by performing extensive research, the aim is to reveal an accurate understanding of how and
why landscapes changed and by whom, over time. The concept enables to provide connections between
periods in history by revealing the cause and effects of certain phenomena occurring in the living world. In
this, landscapes are considered the material world for cultural expressions, meaning that communities
make use of their surroundings by altering their environments to meet certain set standards according to
the norms and values common at a particular point in time. Changes in landscapes are linked to certain
contextual factors and time periods, but these changes are always part of a layered structure where the old
gets covered by the new, leaving traces of what once was before. Additionally, Van der Laarse (2015: 355)
addresses the complexity of landscapes and its layers. In his contribution, Van der Laarse utilizes the Nazi
policy for ‘Heimatschaping’ to emphasize the manufacturability of landscape, as large scale architectural
landscaping projects were set up to fabricate the idealized Lebensraum for the people of the Third Reich.
Thus, the manifestations of the past through heritage is characterized as dynamic and does not refer to a
superficial relation between the present and the past. Rather it has potential to investigate in what this
relation entails by means of purpose, practice, interpretation and institutionalization of heritage within
social structures now and in the past.

Purposes of heritage
Lowenthal in the introduction of his 1998 book ‘The Heritage Crusade’ seemingly cuts the ties between the
present and the past concerning the heritage industry as it has become. From this perspective, the
connections between what is and what has been, are considered to diverge. Heritage then tends to
reminisce a foreign place where things went different but on the other hand is able to attend our ancestral
integrities. That represents simultaneously one of the main purposes of heritage as the oil to the motor of
creating and unifying identities, as one could imagine is a welcome given in a new globalizing world that
emerged after The Cold War reached its end. Lowenthal (1998: 5-7) highlights the changing relations in the
world as a paradoxical relation between heritage and globalization that emerged, where the media
enhances homogenization of heritage but also where communities, both originating within nations and
from diaspora, tend to cling on to their heritage. While heritage helps communities to understand their
place in a rapidly changing world, at the same time it is at display for anyone to see. At this point one gains
a better understanding of one of the pitfalls of heritage considering it to be at the base in the construction
and preservation of what one beliefs as being the narrative of their origins. This led Lowenthal (1998: 229)
to speak about heritage rivalry between and within countries proudly celebrating their national heritage,
and thus fostering their own people’s identity by excluding ‘the other’. It is undoubtedly that a critic will
raise an eyebrow when heritage is being displayed and used for the obvious purpose of creating and
maintaining an identity, as now the integrity of such purposely constructed heritage might be at stake. One
can realistically assess that a story of origin is in all probability selective, often based on either heroic defeat
or victimization with regard to ‘the other’, focusing on conflicts in the past in their quest for legitimacy.
Representations contributing to the narratives of identities can be recognized in both tangible and
intangible heritage. Intangible heritage being non-physical remains of a collective past, that have been
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passed on through for example tales, myths and traditions and tangible heritage on the other hand being
objects or buildings that acquired the status of representing that shared identity through processes in time
(Macdonald, 2013: 17).
The various purposes of heritage however, are now placed in the shadow by the forces of the postmodern
West, as the commodification of heritage seemingly determines what and how the past is remembered.
From the 70’s onwards, one can notice a growing interest for preserving the past of ‘the common man’,
through heritage. Increasingly, the public moved away from the belief that heritage is an elite institution.
Heritage is now becoming economically more interesting, as the increasing interest for the past expressed
through heritage has great potential to satisfy the growing number of visitors. In this, the management of
what is considered to be authentic however, is a sensitive and heavily critiqued core subject in the heritage
industry. As Van der Laarse (2005: 13) illustrates, heritage is based on the suggestion of authenticity and
the domination of museumization as a business model. Urry’s (2002) tourist gaze adds how the perception
and interpretation of the tourist is affecting the truth of heritage. This ‘Disneyfication’ of heritage, displays
how the valuation of heritage, or a heritage site, works both ways. In case we consider the growing
popularity of heritage as an industry of artefacts that one expects to deliver a certain quest for experiencing
the past from a world foreign to ones’ own, it is both the way in which preservation is managed and the
narrowed view of the visitor that possibly alter authenticity. Uzzel (1989: 2-3 ) evidently critiques the
heritage industry, by stating that ‘antiquing’ undermines the authenticity of heritage as it fosters historical
re-enactment. As Lowenthal’s concept of the heritage cult places identity over authenticity, the circle
between identity, heritage as an industry and the debates on authenticity can be tied together. Although it
seems that heritage generates a common identity on one hand, it is also at the core of the growing tourist
business.

Heritage, history and memory
One simple glance in the past and it comes as no surprise that Glendenning (2013: 2) marks the roots of the
heritage conservation movement as characteristic to Western society. Take for example the revival of the
ancient world during the Renaissance, that has formed the base of many political and philosophical
phenomena we now consider to be part of present day modernity (Lowenthal, 2015: 152). It is therefore
understandable how the Middle Ages (or Dark Ages) deserved their name, as the era was then perceived
being of less significance to serve development as the legacy of the classical era was able to. Or take the
era of colonialism where our ancestors forced Western values upon communities in foreign lands, that they
had considered to be uncivilized. Lowenthal (2015: 151) captures this perspective by stating: ‘’Each era
reveals distinctive ways of reacting to and coping with the stress and distress ancestral inheritance.’’. These
dynamics mean both the spreading and preservation of Western modernity while also actively force
undesired heritage to be replaced and thus to a certain extend be forgotten. These two illustrations,
approached from a Western perspective on the valuation of heritage in the past, explain that what is
considered to be heritage is selective and by no means always a correct representation of the past from a
historical perspective. It represents the love-hate relation between history and heritage as one has to
acknowledge that historical context is essential for heritage to obtain value. So, if only segments of the past
are extracted in the process of heritagization, is it fair to consider heritage to be the product of history?
Lowenthal (1998: 7) argues for the acknowledgment that heritage and history should not be held for similar.
His statement emphasizes that history is based on seeking truth through evidence, whereas heritage is
based on exaggeration and continuously invents and forgets by using historical traces in the narration of
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historical tales. Heritage is constructed from faith and beliefs, in order to affirm identity and sustain and
improve one’s worth and legitimacy. Thus, heritage could be considered an egocentric approach that is
based on selective interpretations of history and has no obligation to represent truthfulness. Could memory
possibly be considered the connection between history and heritage? Memory studies explore the changing
perspectives on history over time and seeks to comprehend the nature of competing histories in aiming to
gain public influence (Glassberg, 1996: 8-9). Because if the concept of memory is able to understand the
relation between history and the representation of history based on for example political and socioeconomic motives, one can also compare heritagization motives through the concept of memory in relation
to the distinguished historical traces of heritage. Now, heritage is considered a physical, or non-physical,
expression of memory based on the process of valuing historical aspects serving the common interest.
Heritage as the memory of history answers to the fluidity of heritage in constructing identity, as the process
is subjected to interpretation in the absence of adhering to the truth (Hartog, 2005: 10).

Holocaust heritage
How identity and heritage are corresponding is open for interpretation. Ashworth (2002: 363) captures this
in the concept of dissonant heritage, where a lack of similarities in time and place is evident between people
and what they consider to be their heritage. In the extension of this dissonance, conflict tourism as
explained by Van der Laarse (2017: 47) emphasizes how orphaned heritage is appropriated and revived
with new meanings that are out of touch with their origins. These two concepts signify the presence of time
and the changing perception of ownership as the cause for heritage to differ in meaning. The rights of
ownership are thus debatable when communities undergo changes such as structural relocation
movements elsewhere. Holocaust heritage is an example where the notion of dissonant heritage often
occurs, when the legitimization of ownership lay not in the hands of local communities, nor in the hands of
descendants of victims. This generates a gap between Holocaust heritage and a distinguishable identity,
because one can debate what identity the Holocaust represents. The Holocaust represents predominantly
the memory of a traumatic event: the genocide of Jews and other marginalized groups, but is intrinsically
not a remnant of the Jewish religion. Although the actual religious aspects of Jewish identity in regards to
such heritage seems to be absent, the perception and actual representation of this may differ from the
former statement. In the West, Holocaust heritage is linked to identity, mostly that of Jewishness.
Intrinsically, these heritage sites do not necessarily relate to the Jewish religion, but rather on the suffering
of the Jewish population under Nazi oppression. A misconception is then maintained, representing a
possible skewness in the representation of identity in the education of such heritage. A trend is
distinguishable from the post-war era onwards, where Jewish tourism and Jewish ‘spaces’ gained terrain
under the European public and it could almost be considered the popularization of Judaism, or whatever
one happens to consider as Jewish. Under the name of ‘Virtual Jewishness’ (Gruber 2001: 3) elaborates on
these phenomena, where the absence of a community results in constructing a Jewish imaginary
community, partly by the hands of non-Jews. This process of cultural appropriation is further enhanced
due to the absence of a distinguishable Jewish community. Van der Laarse (2012: 604-605 ) speaks of Jewish
Disneyland when pointing at the emerging commodification of Jewishness after the fall of communism in
’89.

Holocaust paradigm
It is however the universal adopted terminology of the Holocaust that falsely implies a general historical
event, while the events and the impacts of the war understandably differ not only per nation but also per
12

community and undeniably per individual. Universalism is characteristic in the realm of historical research
of genocide, as it revolves around drawing lessons from the past in avoidance of the reoccurrence of such
horrific events in the future (Byford & Tileagă, 2014: 360). In regarding the Holocaust as a broadly applicable
narrative, the construction of this collective memory is rather simplified and stands in the way of a thorough
understanding of the particularities of the past. In the aftermath of World War II, the memory of the war
was rather fragmented, but in the decades following a shift occurred when a universal term was adopted
and subsequently a discourse evolved by incorporating the meaning behind terms as perpetrators, victims,
survivors and witnesses (Assmann, 2010: 97). The 21st century marks the beginning of the globalization of
the Holocaust, transforming into a transnational collective memory through institutionalized international
initiatives focusing on education (ibidem: 101-102). A paradox is distinct here that ostensibly complicates
the unification of history and memory, as memory is particular and serves identity and history is universal
and belongs to all. However, the integration of the Holocaust in the national value systems of Europe, the
U.S. and Canada, and even for Israel as a birth myth, justifies the cultural construction of a Western identity
and thus boosts the further standardization of Holocaust related education. Increased measures in
standardizing memory are implemented to use the Holocaust as a common historical reference, but in
recent debates criticize this homogenization of history by calling for more acknowledgment in the
complexity of the Holocaust, through implying that nations rather should construct self-critical national
memories. Assmannn (2010: 103) also addresses the Americanization of the Holocaust seeping through in
Europe, as the distinct spatial connection is making place for an abstract approach to the Holocaust.
Flanzbaum (1999: 93) uses the diary of Anne Frank as an example of illustrating the Americanization of the
Holocaust where holocaust legacy is altered to meet the satisfaction of the greater public. In the process of
publishing Anne Frank’s diary in the 50’s and from that time onwards, adjustments were continuously made
to her writing in order to enhance the readability for the public. That leaves critics to note that the true,
authentic Anne Frank is transformed in a commodified symbol of the war. Now, the painted image of what
she represents, hope rather than suffering, is what she has become in our present day. Thus, Americans
portray the Holocaust for the greater good of morality and undermine the brutality and dark side of such
memory. It seems that morality wins territory over history in memorializing the Holocaust, which could be
assigned to the notion that geographically, America is distanced from where it all happened. In this regard,
Europe as the scene of the crime, where the physical traces of the war are still visible in the landscape, is
disappearing into the background and is forced to make place for the common political agenda and the
determined moral message of ‘never again’, which explains the further implementation of standardized
education.
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3. Methodology
The methodological concepts applied in this chapter are based on the six-step outline of qualitative research
by Bryman (20120, presented in figure 1 below). The outline is implemented as a guidance for maintaining
a clear overview on the methods in which the research is conducted. This research originates from a general
question that remained after evaluation former research in a similar subject. From that perspective, these
questions serve as a base for more specific topic exploration in building a case. Furthermore, the collection
of sufficient information is considered an ongoing process and dialogue between concepts, also for further
specifying the contents of the research. In this chapter, the characteristics of the research methods are
presented by outlining the research questions, the research designs, the case selection and the methods of
data collection and subsequently the analysis of this data.

Figure 1. An outline of the main steps of qualitative research. Source: Bryman (2012: 384).

Research questions
The research framework as a conceptualization of the heritage debate, highlights how the interpretative
nature of heritage is politically and economically expressed on a multi-scale level. As was additionally
argued, Holocaust heritage for that matter is no difference to this statement, as globalizing forces seem to
alter the perception on traumatic traces of the past. In order to construct a research from the body of
literature, a more narrowed approach is shaped by investigating in Jewish cemeteries. Jewish cemeteries
are utilized as the mean denominator in this research, as initially these places seem to overlap in function.
However, because many of these places in the European landscape have now, in effect, been orphaned
prior or since the war, opens up the possibility to research the current status of these places. Hence why,
the main research question of this thesis explores to what extend the assessment of five small Jewish
cemeteries in North Holland, from a heritage and memory perspective, are comparable with Central-Eastern
European ‘Holocaustization’ phenomena.
The main research is divided into three sub-questions that follow an infundibular pattern where
subsequently the scale is increased as data analysis proceeds. The first sub-chapter of the empirical
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research, starts with presenting the landscape biographies of the five selected cases. The second subchapter builds further on the presented data, through individual and comparative analyses. Then, the last
sub-question places the findings in a wider perspective by integrating Eastern-European trends of
Holocaustization in relation to Jewish cemeteries. The sub-questions read as follows:

1. How are the biographies of the Jewish cemeteries at Beverwijk, Edam, Enkhuizen, Medemblik
and Monnickendam individually constructed?
2. To what extend are individual and comparative patterns of these five Jewish cemeteries in
North Holland distinguishable based on Holocaust remembrance trends in the Netherlands?
3. How can we relate the characteristics of these five Jewish cemeteries to Central-Eastern
European Holocaustization phenomena?
As abovementioned, the first sub-question is based on an individual assessment of each of the five selected
cases. In this segment of the research, a site analysis of the locations is constructed based on observations,
supported by open interviews with involved actors and desk research. The second research question builds
further on the national approach of Holocaustization in the analyses of each of the cases, both by itself and
in relation to one another. Lastly, the third research question places the heritagization trends of Jewish
cemeteries in an international perspective, by drafting argumentations focused on Eastern Europe.

Research design
This research is conducted from the approach of a qualitative research design as the focus lies on underlying
contexts and relations, rather than on numbers and figures (Bryman, 2012: 408). The purpose of the
research is to discover the relations between geographical locations, being small Jewish cemeteries in North
Holland, and the heritagization processes that are related to these sites in eventually comparing these
findings on a larger scale to Eastern-European trends of Holocaustization. Thus, processes and theories are
distinguished and serve to provide argumentations for the research questions.
The epistemological and ontological considerations discuss the nature of the research regarding
subsequently the perspectives on knowledge and the social world. The epistemological concern questions
as to what is considered to be sufficient knowledge within research and because the core of the research is
to gain an understanding of the processes of heritagization of various geographical locations, the
interpretivist assumption is applied (Bryman, 2012: 28). Now, the assumption is adopted that people
interpret the social world in order to gain a certain understanding of social processes. In order to take
interpreting a step further, phenomenology emphasizes that human actions contain meaning and if one
aspires to investigate these meanings, one has to approach the social world from their point of view
(Ibidem: 30). So, in order to understand heritagization processes, it is of importance that interpretations
are accurately contextualized. In regards to ontology, discussing the view on the nature of the social world,
Harrison (2015: 27-28) calls for a reconsideration of the assumptive universal approach to heritage models.
By means of acknowledging ontological pluralism, it is intended to move beyond heritage as a standardized
concept. This opens up the narrowed perspectives maintained in the heritage field, that for instance is
evident through spatially categorizing the West and the Non-West as a dichotomy. From this perspective,
the uniqueness of heritagization processes are aspired to be saved from overly grotesque generalizations.
The social world in relation to heritage is thus considered spatially characterized, dynamic and subjected to
change, instead of approaching it as a fixed entity (Bryman, 2012: 33). From this point of view, the
constructivist assumption is implemented as in the case of this research the social interactions amongst
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actors involved in the heritagization processes of the Jewish cemeteries are not determined, nor
accommodated by standardized regulations and institutions. Thus the perspective is maintained that the
selected sites are physical products of social interaction, based on a variety of motivations for doing so.
Taking social dynamics into account, a possible shift of actors and motives might be detected through
investigating its former and current use and purpose from an operating burial site towards a site of heritage.
This thesis is characterized by its comparative research design, as multiple case studies are incorporated
and subsequently connected to one another through comparative analysis (Bryman, 2012: 72). The aim of
the comparative aspect is to reveal underlying similarities and differences in order to make generalizations
on an individual level that either adopt or reject correlations amongst the selected cases. Thus, the methods
of data collection are executed in similar manners through site analysis, in order to enable a systematic
approach of the data. The five selected cases, presented in figure 2 below, are similar in function (or former
function) as Jewish cemetery, but differentiate in historical contexts and the perception and handling of the
cemeteries on a local level in the present day. These contrasts aid to a better understanding of the social
phenomena distinguished per cemetery. After performing both the individual site analyses and the
comparative analyses amongst the selected cases, these interpretations subsequently take part in the final
segment of the research where a cross-national comparative analysis is presented. Existing case analyses
of Jewish heritage in Central-Eastern Europe alongside an assessment on the academic debate of this
occurrence, are then presented in order to point out whether similarities or differences are distinguished
in heritagization processes, based on the contrasts of demography, social class and holocaust impact
between the selected Dutch cases and Eastern Europe.

figure 2. Selected cases and no. of gravestones. Source: Nederlandse kring voor Joodse Genealogie.

Cemeteries generally hold a primary function of remembrance, where descendants can reminisce over lost
relatives. However, and this simultaneously represents the main motivation for the selected cases, it
appears that Jewish cemeteries of smaller size lack of being connected to an active Jewish community, let
alone being connected to descendants regularly visiting the sites. This notion can be based on a variety of
causes, but in general is caused by the absence of local Jewish communities from a certain point in time
onward. This phenomenon in specific, where a site is isolated from its initial community, is the evidence for
the effect where these cemeteries are subjected to a variety of local interpretations of the abandoned
heritage, that is still part of the existing fabric.

Methods of data collection
The dependency on local actors that the selected cases presumably hold, determines the bottom-up
approach of conducting information. The research is based on several methods of obtaining sufficient data
in order to serve the research questions. Each of the selected cases are visited, observed and captured in
photo material. During these visitations, not only the location of the cemeteries are taken into account, but
also the environments these places are part of. Then, secondary resources are obtained through open, in
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depth interviews with numerous interviewees from a variety of backgrounds, presented in figure 3. A
variety in interviewees is expected, as each cemetery is individually interpreted by involved actors, hence
why the interview questions are not systematically constructed but based on the background of the
interviewee in relation to their expertise and the cemetery in question. The content of these interviews
hold both direct or indirect testimonials of related historical events and interventions on the burial grounds.
Lastly, secondary literature is gathered through investigating existing publications that originate from both
the academic and non-academic spheres. Primarily non-academic publications are provided by historical
associations or private initiatives, whereas academic publications are based on existing cases and academic
debates that touch upon the intended contents of this research.

Figure 3. Overview of interviewees. Source: author.

Methods of data analysis
After the adequate data are collected and presented, they will be compiled and compared in order to enable
data analysis. The analysis of the data is supported by the theoretical framework that enhances an ongoing
dialogue between theory and interpretation. Burke (2008: 52) describes the use of theory within cultural
history research as a response to problems and a reconceptualization of problems where one becomes
aware of such, while also generating new problems. The relation between these aspects in this theory are
thus based on the grounded theory, the iterative process where a phenomenon is theorized and
interpreted, alongside the back and forth interpretations of academic debates (Bryman, 2012: 26). In this,
the theoretical assumption represents how the selected cases of five cemeteries form the basic notion of
distinguishing a variety in dynamics, based on historical contexts and participation of local actors, while
taking the current theoretical discourses into account as these concepts support the process where
knowledge is converted in theories.
In order to enhance these processes of theorization, thematic analysis is performed from the interviews
and related publications. Thematic analysis entails the fragmentation of texts based upon determined
correlating themes. This approach of data analysis enhances the emergence of distinguishable themes while
simultaneously revealing overlap or differentiation between said themes within the available data.
However, according to Fagerjørd (2003: 305) superficially approaching the contents of a medium is lacking
awareness of the connection between text and the original, real life, circumstances. This determines that a
text, or a place, is never standing by itself, but a product of interactions within a broader context, which has
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to be taken into account during the thematic analysis of interviews and publications, but also in the process
of site analysis. As site analysis demands a similar critical perspective of a place and its characteristics, it is
not only important to evaluate what is present, but also significant to notice absence. Often, the notion of
absence provides equally interesting information as to what is observed on the surface. Cameron &
Kenderdine (2007: 314) use the theory of Urry in explaining the objectification of landscapes, which also
accounts for cemeteries as dissonant heritage sites, becoming an object of current interventions each based
off of a variety of personal, cultural, political and economic motives.
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4. Landscape biographies - presenting the Dutch
cases
The first segment of the empirical research presents the biographies of the five selected national cases.

Beverwijk
Origins of the Jewish community
Investigating the history of the Jewish community of Beverwijk has proven to be a difficult task, as local
Jewish archives are missing (Van der Linden, 2005: 8). Van der Linden (Interview 2020) expects that Jewish
families likely did hide such documents in for example their backyards, in order to prevent that paperwork
would fall into the wrong hands during the insecurities of World War II. However, as he claims, the absence
of their return after the war, in combination with poor packaging material, caused for such information to
never resurface again, literally and figuratively. Quite frankly, the absence of a narrative regarding the
Jewish community of Beverwijk, sparked the idea Van der Linden had to tell the untold story (ibidem).
Subsequently, after intensive research, van der Linden released his book ‘Matses met Aardbeien’ in 1995,
which has been re-edited in the final edition of 2005. In his latest edition, Van der Linden (2005: 14) presents
the earliest evidence of present Jews in Beverwijk, a marital document dating from 1655. Presumably, this
account is just sporadic as no further investigation points towards a notion that the couple settled
permanently in Beverwijk thereafter. Obviously, one has to acknowledge that a coincidental discovery in
the archives, of a sporadic Jew settling in Beverwijk, does not directly points towards the existence of a
functional Jewish community. As an illustration, if one wants to speak of a religiously functioning
community, in order to perform a Jewish service, the gathering should be in the presence of at least 10 men
post-Bar Mitzva, referred to as a Minyan. Van der Linden (2005: 15) unsurprisingly pins the gradual
establishment of Jews in Beverwijk much later, somewhere nearing the end of the 18th century. He uses
the permission granted to a Jewish man requesting to establish a butchery in 1790 as a validation of this
timestamp. The presence of a Jewish butchery must hint towards the existence of a consumer group for
the entrepreneur, as such establishment are perceived to be one of the primary needs of Jews in their daily
lives. It is from that moment in time, where the accounts of Jews in Beverwijk increasingly occur. A letter
dated 8th of July 1808 provides a substantial confirmation of an established Jewish community in Beverwijk,
as the regent of the ‘Hoogduitse Gemeente Beverwijk’, Leendert Abrahams, describes that a number of 66
German-Dutch Jews make use of an alternative space for religious services, as a synagogue has not been
established yet (Van der Linden, 2005: 17). Although Jews were allowed to settle in Beverwijk, various
events hint to difficulties in the assimilation process. For one, Jews were excluded to be part of the guilds,
which caused many Jews to suffer economically and live in poverty, but also many Jewish inhabitants of
Beverwijk lacked of mastering the Dutch language. King Lodewijk Napoleon therefore brought some
alterations, as he moved cattle markets away from Saturday (Shabbat) and the Dutch language was forced
to be dominant over Yiddish. Subsequently, in 1809 and 1810, a Jewish burial ground was purchased and
an official Synagogue was established as a property was bought by the Jewish community in Beverwijk at
the Breestraat (Van der Linden, 2005: 20). Further documentations do not show any specific particularities,
besides some financial disputes between the Jewish community and the municipality of Beverwijk, simply
because the community had trouble to adequately arrange their finances on several occasions. By the end
of the 19th century however, Zionism arose and a community to support the Kibbutz surfaced in Beverwijk
(Van der Linden, 2005: 41). Here, Jews were educated to work in the agricultural sector with a main purpose
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to bring these in practices along when immigrating to Palestine. This initiative was mostly meant for German
and Austrian refugee Jews that had fled to the Netherlands from a growing antisemitic socio-political
environment. The Jewish community of Beverwijk enabled such education through funds, as many Jews
moved away to the larger cities around the 1930’s for economic reasons. This was a means to maintain the
presence of a Minyan in Beverwijk (Interview Van der Linden 2020).
Jews in Beverwijk during World War II
The events of World War II unfortunately represent the definite demise of the Jewish community in
Beverwijk. At first, the Jews in Beverwijk and the public of Beverwijk in general, did not fear for the existence
of the Jewish community. In 1941 most Jews in Beverwijk registered as ‘Jew’ in the municipal registers,
which counted 26 men, 26 women, 12 boys and 18 girls (Van der Linden, 2005: 49). Gradually, as happened
all over the country, Jews in Beverwijk were denied access to public spaces, shops, schools and denied to
perform their professions. One could state, that Beverwijk endured a Kristallnacht of its own. During the
course of the 30th and 31st of August 1941 two young Beverwijk men with German soldiers vandalized
Jewish properties and harassed Dutch royalists as it was officially Queensday. Despite the efforts of the
mayor to demand justice after the irregularities, the case was covered up and hardly discussed in the press
(van der Linden, 2005: 56). The 25th of March 1942 is the day when the Jewish community was fully erased
from Beverwijk as official orders were obeyed, when 77 Jews were put on transport. First to Amsterdam
and later deported to camps elsewhere (Interview Van der Linden 2020). Most of them would never return
as they were murdered under the Nazi regime.
Historical context of the cemetery
The Jewish cemetery in Beverwijk was established in 1809, as the community increased and thus desired
to obtain its own burial grounds (Van der Linden, 2005: 71). The cemetery was located at the Groenewegje
and surfaced 404 square meters. In 1865 the property was expanded, also for the construction of a
‘metaheerhuis’, a small structure in which the body is prepared for burial. The cemetery functioned up until
the last burial in 1941. In 1943 however, a governmental request to officially close all Jewish cemeteries in
the Netherlands was send to all municipalities housing a Jewish cemetery. In the case of Beverwijk the
mayor, J.B. Grunsven, did obey since he was a supporter of the Nazi cause (Interview Van der Linden 2020).
However, as van der Linden states, this was rather an unnecessary act. Most of the Beverwijk Jews were
already deported and those who escaped went into hiding, so Beverwijk had officially zero Jewish residents
(ibidem). After the war, the unusual decision was made to completely transfer the cemetery from its original
location to the general cemetery at Duinrust, which happened in 1951. Under supervision of the head of
Dutch Rabbis, the remains were relocated to their current location at Duinrust.
Site observations
After an interview with local historian Jan van der Linde and manager of the Duinrust cemetery Mark Haije,
both men came along to visit the Jewish segment of the cemetery and provided background information
on the observations. First, the relocation of the cemetery is clearly evident, as the tombstones are perfectly
lined up next to each other with hardly any space in between. Then, on the left side, a spot is prepared for
the placement of the monument, that will include the names of 96 Jews in Beverwijk and Wijk aan Zee that
died or were killed during the war. In this case, there is no distinction made between official and unofficial
residents of Beverwijk, what matters is that they died because of the consequences of the war. Haije
(Interview 2020) explains that the link between the monument and the Jewish cemetery is based on the
gesture to ‘bring home’ the deported Jews of Beverwijk, as they had not returned from the war. Through
this, these people are being laid to rest in a symbolic sense, while also respect is paid to other Jews that
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crossed Beverwijk in their failed attempt to escape from the Nazi regime. In an article of ‘het Noordhollands
Dagblad’ (2020), it is described that the monument would have be revealed on the 25 th of March 2020 by
Rabbi Shmuel Spiro and mayor of Beverwijk Martijn Smit. The date for the event is deliberately chosen, as
it resembles the date when the Jews of Beverwijk were put on transport. Unfortunately, in email
correspondence with Van der Linden after the interview with him and Haije on Friday 13th of March, he
informed that the event is postponed until further notice due to Covid-19.
Furthermore, a fairly young tree is centered in front of the tombstones as an addition to the cemetery and
Haije explained the idea behind the planted tree. It all revolves around a chestnut tree somewhere in
Beverwijk. Radio Beverwijk (Jenema, 2018) describes the story of a chestnut tree on the corner of the
Bullerlaan and the Alkmaarseweg that had to be removed because it had died. In 2017, a poem was written
about the chestnut tree, that had ‘seen’ Rebecca Vischschraper (a Jewish woman) being arrested at the
Breestraat and subsequently being deported. The poem represents a remembrance of the Beverwijk people
that were lost during World War II and obviously now the tree obtained a certain sentimental value.
Because of that reason, it was decided to plant a new tree. On the 15th of January 2020, a three colored
beech tree was planted at the exact same location and will resurrect with the same flair as its predecessor.
According to Haije, a cut from the original chestnut tree was taken in order to regrow the exact same tree
at its former location. When Haije heard of this initiative, he decided he wanted to have the exact same
tree, that was newly planted, on the Jewish cemetery as a remembrance of the fallen people during World
War II. As they were unable to extract a cutting from the tree that would result in the growth of a new tree,
Haije went to the store and bought an identical type. However according to the article of Jenema (2018) it
was unable to even plant a new chestnut overall, as the conditions of the soil would immediately
contaminate the newly planted tree. That is why it was decided to go with a three colored beech tree.
Whether Haije purchased and planted a chestnut tree or a three colored beech tree is uncertain at this
point.

Figure 4. View of the Jewish cemetery Beverwijk. Source: author.
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Edam
Origins of the Jewish community
The Spanish and Portuguese inquisition on Jews caused a flow of migration of Sephardic Jews to the
Netherlands from the end of the 15th century onwards. Subsequently, the events of the 30-year war in the
17th century, where Ashkenazi Jews were systematically extinct, resulted in a new flow of migration from
Germany and Eastern Europe to the Netherlands. Generally, Ashkenazic Jews suffered from great poverty,
hence why they relocated to the Netherlands also on economic motives. It is because of this poverty why
Ashkenazic Jews were generally denied access to establish in Amsterdam, meaning that in the 17th and 18th
century, some Ashkenazic Jews were also allowed to establish in the town of Edam. The first Jewish
inhabitant of Edam, Samuel Abrahamsz, arrived at the town’s gateway in 1641 and was granted temporary
residency (Joods Verleden Edam, s.d.). Until the end of the 18th century, it was not common for a new arrival
to gain permanent citizenship, due to the belief that the local economy was ought to be protected, but also
based on one’s financial resources and religious background. As Samuel Abrhamsz his stay was not
permanent, it was only until 1722 that a Jew again established in Edam (Schoonheim, 1989). From 1770
onwards, more Jews established in Edam, as it was a common trend for Jews to establish in towns around
the Zuiderzee that thrived on trading practices and thus had economic potential to these impoverished
Jews. By 1779, Edam counts enough Jewish men for a Minyan and thus religious services are held in private
houses of members of the Edam Jewish community. In 1791, an official synagogue was established that
eventually in 1821 obtained official status as a ring synagogue serving surrounding local Jewish
communities. Although Jews established in Edam mostly from economic motives, poverty amongst the
Jewish population remained common. An archival document dating from 1808 entails an appeal by the
Jewish community of Edam and is directed to the regents of the national poverty department, claiming their
rights to financial aid for the poor. In the appeal, they base their request predominantly by evoking their
equal rights, officially granted to Jews nationwide in 1796, which simultaneously should justify their rights
on being allocated financial aid from the funds of the Catholic church. The appeal was nevertheless rejected
eventually, and is a representation of the difficulties the Jewish communities in the Netherlands faced to
benefit from their equal civil rights. By 1840, despite some bureaucratic setbacks, the Jewish community in
Edam thrived as a functioning religious institution as they established a synagogue, a bath facility and a
school, serving not only to the 91 Jews that resided in Edam but also to the surrounding villages of de
Beemster, Ilpendam, Oosthuizen and De Rijp (Joods Verleden Edam, s.d.). In the second half of the 19 th
century however, a movement is distinguishable as Jews in Edam systematically moved back to Amsterdam
as the industrialization in the city provided more prospect for labor. By 1896, the Jewish community in Edam
was officially dissolved and merged with the Jewish community of Monnickendam. Around 1900, the Jewish
population of Edam counted only one person, Benjamin Levi Berlijn. Later in 1933, the two last Edam-born
Jews, Grietje and Vogeltje Berlijn, left the city (Besseling, 2004: 5).
Jews in Edam during World War II
1937 meant the return of Jews settling in Edam, as the political environment in Germany increasingly moved
to substantial antisemitic measures and caused German Jews to flee to the Netherlands. Edam was a
rational choice for these fugitives. The rope-factory in the city burned down that year and resulted in a
vacancy of residencies, as the laborers of the factory had moved away (Besseling, 2004: 5). Additionally, the
municipality of Edam actively invested in generating jobs. The national government provided outcome in
this matter, through a stimulation program that aided the municipalities that were economically
disadvantaged due to the construction of the Afsluitdijk that had closed off their entrance to open waters
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and affected fishery businesses severely. Also, Jewish entrepreneurs established several factories, providing
more job opportunities for the new Jewish arrivals. Initially when the war began in the Netherlands, with
the Nazi’s entering the Dutch borders in May 1940, a new wave of Jewish fugitives arrived in Edam
(Besseling, 2004: 11). In 1941, the Nazi’s started implementing the obligatory registration of Jewish citizens,
which in the case of the Edam municipality counts for 28 inhabitants required to register as of March 10
that year. Eventually in 1942 the deportation of Jews in the Netherlands was put into practice. On April 24
1942, 21 Jewish inhabitants of Edam were quietly put on transport to Amsterdam (Ibidem: 20). Seven Jews
remain to reside in Edam, five because of their inability to travel and two because of their marriage with an
Arian spouse. However, these circumstances would not provide them immunity. Eventually, three of them
go into hiding in Edam, one of them in Amsterdam and the remaining other three were presumably put on
direct transport to Westerbork (Ibidem: 22). Of the deported Edam Jews, only one would survive. The rest
died in Auschwitz, Sobibor, or Bergen-Belsen.
Historical context of the cemetery
The Jewish community of Edam was granted permission to establish a cemetery as their population
increased. The site nowadays counts 14 headstones from which the oldest remaining headstone is dated
1804 (Joods Verleden Edam, s.d.). Two common names on the headstones are ‘Berlijn’ and ‘Muller’,
specifically members of the Berlijn family are considered to have been prominent figures within the Edam
Jewish community in the 19th century (Victoriashoop, 2019). However, the number of graves is significant
higher as the number of tombstones, as the burial register reveals a list of over 200 burials. According to
the burial register, the first burial took place on the 29th of May 1793, when Aron Leezer was laid to rest.
Furthermore, it seems that the last burial took place in 1888, when between the 26th and the 28th of March
that year, the wife A. van Leeuwen was laid to rest. However, the burial register is not representative for
all the burials at the cemetery as it covers only the years 1793-1888. The dates on several headstones proves
burials still taking place until after 1888 and at least still in 1917 and 1920. The register also clearly portrays
the official religious functioning of the Jewish community in Edam, as many Jewish people that passed away
and were buried in Edam originate from Ilpendam, Purmerend, De Rijp, Beemster, Hoorn and WestGraftdijk.
Site observations
The Jewish cemetery is strategically located near where once stood the east gate access to the city, and is
in line with the Jewish burial traditions, generally locating their burial sites on the outskirts, facing to the
direction of Jerusalem (Joods Verleden Edam, s.d.). By now, the gateways of Edam have disappeared as the
town continued to expand southward from its initial borders. Nowadays, the cemetery is quite centrally
located and part of the older fabric of Edam. The headstones at the cemetery are widely dispersed over the
terrain, except for seven headstones that are particularly closely lined up to one another. These seven
graves belong to the Berlijn family. From these seven headstones, the two right stones seem to stand out
for they include also Dutch text and dating. Benjamin Berlijn passed away on 27 Shevat 5677 according to
the Jewish calendar, which translates to February 19th 1917 according to the Gregorian calendar. Next to
Benjamin Berlijn lies his wife, Mietje Berlijn née de Jong whom passed away later on 17 Kislev 5681, which
translates to November 28th 1920. The combination of Hebrew and Dutch engraved in these tombstones
could hint to successful integration in Dutch society, and specifically in Edam. Particularly the years of death,
1917 and 1920, are further confirmations of this belief as by then assimilation had further developed and
Jews became acknowledged members of society. Furthermore, during a first visit to the cemetery in March
2020, it was noted that a memorial stone was located on the cemetery. This plaquette has the 21 names of
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the deported and murdered engraved and was inaugurated on May 2nd 2002 (Rinkel & Doets, 2020). In May
2020, this plaquette was removed from the cemetery and relocated to the opposite side of the street to
accompany ‘De Tochtgenoten’, a Holocaust memorial that was placed in 1967.

Figure 5. Old situation of the Jewish cemetery in Edam (name plaquette on the far left). Source: author.

Enkhuizen
Origins of the Jewish community
By the end of the 17th century and the early 18th century, the number of Jewish inhabitants in Enkhuizen
began to increase (Snijders, 1998). In 1734, the Jewish community of Enkhuizen files an appeal for the
permission to practice their religion, which was subsequently granted by the municipality. It is assumed
that in the years leading up to this request, the Jewish community of Enkhuizen now consisted of a Minyan,
a Rabbi to lead religious services and several Jewish establishments as a butchery and a bakery. The
construction of a synagogue is not mentioned yet, religious services were presumably held in the home of
one of the community members. A cemetery is established after municipal permission, as the community
acquires the land for a burial site in 1738. In the years leading up to 1743, the Jewish community of
Enkhuizen becomes more institutionalized, as they oblige their registered members to attend Shabbat and
to financially support the community. After some financial struggles, requiring the community members to
pitch in, a synagogue is completed in 1791. The year after the establishment of the synagogue, the Jewish
community asks the municipality of Enkhuizen to deny requests of Jews outside the city to establish in
Enkhuizen, unless approval is given after consulting them, which was probably implemented to protect the
economic status of Jews in Enkhuizen (de Vries, 1994). This interaction clearly portrays the amical relation
between the municipality and the Jewish community. Although with the establishment of the synagogue a
thriving Jewish community was expected, an economic downfall between 1795 and 1813 shows otherwise
(Snijders, 1998). The number of Jews in Enkhuizen continues to shrink, from 105 community members in
1795 to only 50 in 1899. The community reaches its lowest point in 1930, with only 25 Jewish inhabitants.
Jews in Enkhuizen during World War II
In the years leading up to the war, the number of Jews in Enkhuizen increased with the arrival of Jewish
soldiers during the mobilization. In 1941, Enkhuizen counted 42 Jewish residents, which included a few
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families that had escaped the growing tensions in Amsterdam. However, the impacts of the war also
reached Enkhuizen as life for Jews became more difficult. Jewish businesses were taken over by members
of the Dutch party supporting the Nazis, the NSB, and Jewish children were no longer allowed to participate
in public schools. Unsuccessfully, the mayor objected to the latter by referring to the rights of Jews as have
been constitutionally determined. Eventually on April 20 1942, all Jewish inhabitants of Enkhuizen were
summoned to move to Amsterdam. Snijders (1998) mentions in his article that the Jews in Enkhuizen were
relatively spared the horrors of the Holocaust with ‘only’ two confirmed deaths. The others, undefined in
numbers, escaped their faith by going into hiding. This is rather a unique course of events, as the Jews were
aided into hiding with the help of the city, both by its residents as by the city’s officials directly after the
decree reached the Enkhuizen administration informing them on April 20 to come (Interview Luyckx 2020).
Crucial here, is the role of the burgomaster refusing to obey as advocate for the Nazi-cause by this obvious
act of resistance.
Historical context of the cemetery
The Jewish cemetery of Enkhuizen was established in 1738 when the community acquired land on the edge
of the city’s entrance (de Vries, 1994). In 1872, the cemetery is expanded with the purchase of adjacent
land. Presumably, 150 Jews are laid to rest on the burial ground with the oldest tombstone dating from
1803. In the 60’s, plans are made to clear out the graveyard but the local Jewish inhabitants prohibited this
intervention by invoking the religious rights of eternal rest for Jewish cemeteries. The entrance of the
cemetery is only accessible through the ‘Metaheerhuisje’, the small structure that generally serves to
prepare the deceased for their burial as according to Jewish burial traditions, a burial is favorably taking
place within a day.
Site observations
The Jewish cemetery of Enkhuizen is hard to find, as it is enclosed by the Oranjestraat, a post-war
neighborhood. One has to cross a small alley in between these houses to reach the cemetery. Confusingly,
across the street lies a Catholic cemetery that is still in use. Luyckxs (Interview 2020) mentions the
neighborhood in which the cemetery located as rather problematic, as mostly lower-class incomes reside
here, and is considered to be a possible risk to the conservation of the cemetery. Indeed, the appearance
of the area feels rather chaotic with trashy front- and backyards, but the cemetery appears clean and
untouched by undesired visitors.

Figure 6. Entrance to the Jewish cemetery Enkhuizen.

Figure 7. View of the Jewish cemetery Enkhuizen.

Source: author.

Source: author.
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Medemblik
Origins of the Jewish community
The first Jew arrives at the gates of Medemblik in March 1751 and was granted permission to settle. It
would take 14 years before other Jews establish themselves in the city, and the number of Jews in
Medemblik continued to grow mostly in the 1780’s. In the first half of this decade, several new arrivals
occupy professions as cantor, schoolteacher and butcher. One can assume that with the establishment of
Jews that make their living through serving the Jewish community, there is at least a significant number of
Jews present consuming these services. In 1787, a request by the Jewish community to obtain a property
for holding their religious services is honored by the Medemblik municipality. Up until then, the services
are held in the home of butcher Hartog Nathan, but with the expanding number of members the space
became too cramped. Kramer (1989: 111) describes that at that moment the Jewish community counts for
two board members, a Jewish elder, the treasurer and seven other members that are all possibly
accompanied by their spouses and children. It is no surprise that the community desires to move to a
designated property for their religious services, as with eleven men a Minyan is established. Constructing
an official synagogue would take some more time however, but twenty years later in 1808 a neo-classicist
Greek architectural work is completed an inaugurated in Medemblik. In the following decades, the Jewish
community contained about 50 to 60 members continuously and subsequently in 1840 an administrative
census takes place where a number of 51 are registered in the books (Ibidem: 112). By the end of the 19 th
century, the Jewish community of Medemblik continues to shrink when many relocated to the bigger cities.
Medemblik has also lost its competitive status in the Zuiderzee project. Eventually, the synagogue falls into
despair due to financially insufficient maintenance and the building is sold in 1926.
Jews in Medemblik during World War II
Many Jews left Medemblik prior to war and had moved to the larger cities. During the war, only the family
Izaak Blok, his wife and two sons were still residing in Medemblik (Zwaan, 1989: 169-170). In 1942, official
orders summoned the deportation of this family to Amsterdam. With the help of local citizens, they went
in to hiding and managed to survive the war. After the war, they returned to Medemblik and after some
struggles to regain possession of the belongings they had left behind, they continued to live in the city. As
Medemblik counted for only four Jewish inhabitants, the Jewish community was officially terminated. For
religious services this family would join the Jewish community of Enkhuizen. However, there were other
Jews residing in Medemblik during the war, although not registered as official residents. In the provincial
hospital of Medemblik was an insane asylum established. From 1942 to 1945, the care center took care of
500 mentally instable patients from which also a number of Jewish patients. The asylum was considered a
suitable and relatively safe place for both operations by the resistance and for Jews to prevent deportation
by pretending to be insane. Initially, these Jewish ‘patients’ in disguise managed to escape the mass
deportations of 1942. In 1944, the Nazis turned to the hospital for investigation, resulting in two razzias.
The first Nazi intervention in March resulted in the discovering of 9 Jewish patients, they were put on direct
transport to Auschwitz and were all murdered. A few Jewish patients got left behind, for they were
registered as ‘dangerous’. Subsequently one month later in April, 7 more Jewish patients were taken away.
From the 16 Jewish patients, 15 did not survive.
Historical context of the cemetery
In dating the origins of the cemetery, it seems as someone had mixed up the years and the internet
continued to copy this (Interview Swart 2020). Several sources mention that in 1765 the cemetery was
established, but this is only the year that the second Jew arrived and settled in Medemblik. It is highly
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unlikely that at that point it was considered necessary to house a Jewish cemetery in Medemblik as the
Jewish population must have been significantly small. Swart (Interview 2020) confirms this as the archives
prove that in fact in 1790, the Medemblik administration granted permission to the Jewish community in
acquiring land for the purpose of a burial ground. Subsequently on three different occasions in the 19 th
century, and even still once in 1929, the graveyard is expanded when neighboring land merged with the
cemetery. By 1929 however, the Jewish population of Medemblik was nihil and burials rarely took place
(Kramer, 1989: 115). From the 35 tombstones, five of them contain a combination of both Hebrew and
Dutch engravings and all these date from the late 19th and the early 20th century, what again hints to a
successful integration in local society by the Jewish inhabitants of Medemblik. The last burial took place in
1940, when Mrs. Blok née vd Velde was laid to rest. She is buried next to her husband, whom passed away
in 1928. It is probable to assume that this couple were the parents of Izaak Blok, the head of the last Jewish
family that resided in Medemblik when the war began.
Site observations
The location of the cemetery is rather unusual, as it also from a historical perspective, lies in the heart of
Medemblik. In the 18th century however, many buildings became desolate and were eventually demolished.
The cemetery of Medemblik is quite unique regarding its maintenance, as the cemetery is decorated with
shell-pathways, bushes and a bench. One would not particularly categorize this a sober maintenance, as
the NIK intends to manage the Jewish cemeteries in the Netherlands. Sluis (Interview 2020) describes that
when he began running the maintenance services for the municipality of Medemblik in the 80’s, Medemblik
was in quite a messy state. The historic center of Medemblik had fallen into decay and it was fair to say that
there were limited financial resources for improvement at the time. However, a secretary official of
Medemblik seemingly had a strong connection with the historical characteristics of the city, and made
efforts to convince the board members to invest in restoration measures. Subsequently, the municipality
granted permission for significant maintenance measures in regards to the historical center, and more
specifically for the Jewish cemetery. Thus, in the years to follow, the gate and surrounding walls were
restored, weeds were removed, bushes were planted, pathways were created from shells, severely
damaged tombstones were subtly prevented from further decay and the exterior was provided with an
informatory plaquette. Initially, it seems as a surprise that this cemetery is in such a state of continuous
maintenance. In this, the NIK as owner of all the Jewish cemeteries in the Netherlands, played no part
whatsoever and emphasized their decision to not participate in the transformation due to a lack of financial
resources. The maintenance of the cemetery falls completely under the wing of the municipality, both back
then and still today while actually, the site does not belong to them, nor are they obliged to do so. It is
probably the central location of the cemetery that sparks the commitment of the municipality, as it is very
much part of the older fabric. Medemblik got tidied up, and so got the cemetery. The Jewish cemetery of
Medemblik furthermore does not contain any references to the events of the war.
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Figure 8. View of the Jewish cemetery Medemblik. Source: author.

Monnickendam
Origins of the Jewish community
During the 30-year war in Germany, the Ashkenazi Jews were, as a marginalized and unacknowledged
religious entity, the victim of structural prosecution and violence. After the Peace of Munster in 1647, many
of these severely impoverished Jews fled to the wealthy Netherlands in hope for a better future (Appel,
2017). With the arrival of German Jewish fugitives, they seem to have no particular interest in
Monnickendam just yet. In 1680, the records show a Jewish butcher officially taking residence in
Monnickendam and purchases a property. In 1685, a Jew is permitted to establish a bank of loans. The
books of 1677 however, speak of three Jewish families permanently residing in Monnickendam. So although
not mentioned by name, before the entrepreneurship of the beforementioned gentlemen, Jews had
established in the city. Subsequently in 1686, a property is acquired for the purpose of establishing a
synagogue. But, as the Jewish community of Monnickendam is limited in numbers and thus is unable to
have a Minyan present, they are forced to turn to Amsterdam and request for their contribution to sort this
out. By the end of the 17th and the early 18th century, the economy in Monnickendam seems to be in bad
condition. In effect, the Jewish residents became the city’s scapegoats of this economic setback, segregating
them from the local public. In the 1720’s, the municipality of Monnickendam unsuccessfully attempts to
attract Sephardic Jews by granting them religious freedom, for they are known to be celebrated
entrepreneurs. But the arrival of these Spanish and Portuguese Jews never pushes through. It is at this
moment in time, when also the Ashkenazi Jews permanently leave the city. The Jewish community thus
disappears, and their properties are sold off. Between 1733 and 1747, Jews gradually reestablish in
Monnickendam but the community remains limited in numbers with the count of four families. In 1747, the
records show a number of eight adults and six children residing in Monnickendam. With this
reestablishment, it seems as the Jewish community again invests in institutionalizing their religion, as they
lease a space of the local church in 1766 to store their religious artefacts. The following year, a property is
purchased by a Jew for this exact purpose and a second synagogue is established. This property however is
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sold again in 1785 and the reason for this, be it financial constraints or the absence of a Minyan, remains
unclear. With the French ruling in the Netherlands during the 19th century, population registers are set up
and noted everyone by first and last name. The registers of 1808 show a number of 50 registered Jews in
Monnickendam in the composition of nine adult men, eleven women and 30 children. In 1814 again a new
synagogue is established, serving to the number of 30 registered Jews in 1815. Later in 1847, a Jewish bath
facility and a school are established. In 1894, the synagogue burns down but is rebuild that same year. In
the 1920’s, 16 Jews resided in Monnickendam and if everyone showed up to Shabbat a Minyan was present.
However, this was not always the case and thus Jewish students from Amsterdam came to join for
celebrating the Jewish holidays in Monnickendam, in return for a meal and a place to stay (Interview Wurms
2020). Furthermore, The Jewish community in Monnickendam in the early 20th century was successfully
integrated in the local community (Groot, 2015: 65).
Jews in Monnickendam during World War II
When the war began, 20 Jews inhabited Monnickendam and were not initially worried for their existence.
When tensions grew however, official orders from higher up also reached Monnickendam (Groot, 2015:
74). On May 1 1942, 17 Monnickendam Jews were put on transport to Amsterdam for the remaining three
had died of natural causes prior to that date. 16 of them would never return. One of them survived and
came back to the city after the war had ended. Witnesses of the event describe the leaving of the Jews as
without any issues and amongst the public their eventual return is not doubted. Manu Leuw is the only
surviving Jew that returns to Monnickendam (Groot, 2015: 205-207). He manages to escape the Amsterdam
ghetto and finds shelter in Monnickendam, where he continues to hide on several locations for the duration
of the war. After the war, Manu marries a Jewish woman, they continue to reside in Monnickendam and
are the only Jews in the city. After the death of Manu’s first wife, he remarries again with a Jewish woman
and remains to live in Monnickendam before moving to a Jewish elderly home in Bussum.
Historical context of the cemetery
In 1677 a strip of land is purchased as a Jewish burial site in Monnickendam. There are limited resources
available that elaborate on the specifics of this purchase, as well as to what extend the cemetery was
utilized. Manu Leuw, alongside his first and second wife were buried at the cemetery subsequently in 1958,
1974 and 1980. The last burial was in 2017, from which a tombstone is remained to be placed at the
cemetery. Wurms (Interview 2020) emphasizes the efforts to make sure the cemetery remains in use and
that on several occasions throughout the years burials do take place. In case a Jew in a surrounding village
or city passes away without any direct descendants or financial resources to look after the deceased, it is
proposed to lay the person to rest at the cemetery in Monnickendam.
Site observations
The maintenance of the Jewish cemetery of Monnickendam is heavily relying on the efforts of the local
community, the limited efforts by the municipality in regards to this is even criticized. Specifically mrs.
Wurms (Interview 2020), a Jewish woman living in Monnickendam, takes the responsibility to keep the
place tidy and pressures the maintenance crew to mow the land if this seems necessary. The local
community also initiated a ‘Jewish walking route’ that leads through the city’s physical traces of the Jewish
community and the commemorations that erected after the war. This walk also includes the Jewish
cemetery and mentions the city’s administration being responsible for maintenance on the site. The side
borders of the cemetery are integrated on the outside of the former city walls, but the back of the cemetery
is closed off by iron fencing. Specifically the iron fencing seem to be placed on what they assume to be the
border of the cemetery, rather a guess one might add. Wurms (Interview 2020) adds that the number of
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burials remains to be unknown, as the number of tombstones are not equal to the number of burials and
soggy soil might have caused graves to sink. All the tombstones on the cemetery face the same direction
and are, as per usual for Jewish cemeteries, deliberately placed to face east to Jerusalem.

Figure 9. View of the Jewish cemetery Monnickendam with older and newer tombstones. Source: author.
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5. Heritagization – an analysis of the Dutch cases
In this chapter, the characteristics of the five selected Dutch cases are individually and comparatively
analyzed in relation to national trends of heritagization regarding the national Holocaust paradigm.

Beverwijk
The characteristics of the Beverwijk case show various occasions where the existing fabric has been
interfered, reshaping the meaning of the cemetery. The Jewish cemetery of Beverwijk is not only deprived
of its community, it was also relocated and is thus not synching with the place as well. The dissonance of
the site is then evident in both time and place. Ownership of the burial ground had shifted both with the
loss of the Jewish community in Beverwijk during the war, but maybe even more significantly with the
relocation of the cemetery in post-war 1950 (van der Linden, 2005: 74). As Jewish cemeteries initially are
spatially protected against being cleared out from the Jewish tradition of eternal rest, it seems rather
unusual that the cemetery was relocated. However, the relocation was supervised by the Dutch Chief Rabbi,
justifying that on religious grounds, permission was officially granted. The municipality stressed that
whereas the cemetery was previously located on the outskirts of the city, it was now slowly being closed in
by residential area and its desolate and feral appeal probably further contributed to the desire to repurpose
the burial grounds. Taking into consideration that the relocation of the cemetery was executed in 1950 it
makes sense, as the Dutch economy focused on rebuilding the country specifically through rapid large scale
construction projects (van Zanden, 2000: 548). It thus seems rationality has won over the historical and
religious value of the cemetery. This level of decision making is characteristic for post-war economies and
is based on the urge to recover from mass destructions through rebuilding the material fabric (Glendenning,
2013: 188). Hence why, the remains and the tombstones were transferred to the general cemetery of
Beverwijk, Duinrust and while the municipality was the initiator to remove the cemetery, it now also
instantly gained full responsibility for the maintenance of the cemetery. In this, the municipality was not
hesitant to take full financial responsibility out of respect to the former Jewish community of Beverwijk and
this stands to this day (van der Linden, 2005: 76). This notion apparently raises questions regarding
ownership as resurfaced during an interview. The statements by the manager of the cemetery Mark Haije,
and local historian Jan van der Linden are inconsistent whether the gravestones belong to the municipality
or the NIK. Haije seems to recall that the NIK had stated that the grounds belong to the municipality and
the gravestones belong to them. Van der Linden on the other hand, refers to a cadastral document that
with the transfer of the cemetery, full ownership was granted to the municipality. In general, the NIK owns
all the Jewish cemeteries in the Netherlands and this unique case might have altered the official registration
of ownership, although it is evident that in an interaction between Haije and the NIK, the NIK stated that
the tombstones are under their supervision. Thus, the municipality is obliged to maintain the cemetery but
on the other hand, and this allocates the aspect of authorship to a further extend, it also has the autonomy
to make alterations. Samuels’s (1979) assigns authorship to the interaction between visions and the
material transformations of landscape, the Beverwijk case seems to have followed this line of thought.
In recent years, local bottom-up initiatives have taken efforts to transform the appeal of the cemetery. In
this, the vision seems to be constructed from the aspiration to create a place of memory, more specifically
through implementing references to the war. Just as Nora (1989) describes through his concept of lieux de
mémoire, the cemetery is now becoming an embodiment of the collective memory of the local community.
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From this perspective, a spatial turn is distinguished where a site is linked to aspects of the past through a
selection of memory, that represents a symbolical meaning to a society. Memorializing the cemetery is
perceived to be constructed from a distinct traumatic event, the brutal loss of a Jewish community, and can
be considered as the main driver for materializing this selected memory. Macdonald (2013: 348)
acknowledges the capability of place to represent memory through materialization practices and this is
quite evident in the Beverwijk case. Now, the cemetery is no longer just a composition of tombstones and
remains from a Jewish community that had peacefully lived in Beverwijk prior to the war, but also a
representation of the collective memory of Beverwijk through its material references to the Holocaust. It is
interesting to note that the approach of this traumatic past is materialized on a Jewish cemetery and this
portrays the approach of the Holocaust as a Jewish ‘thing’. The author of the landscape in this case is not
Jewish. It implies thus that the trauma is being assigned to the Jewish community rather than to the public
of Beverwijk in general, while the motives for doing so are based on a bottom-up sense of responsibility to
adhere to a collective memory.
Two added features distinctively contribute to the Holocaustization of the cemetery and are both fitting in
with the traumatic past of Beverwijk. The first account is the young tree as described in the previous
chapter, that is meant as a reference to a poem describing the tree as the ‘witness’ of the deportation of a
Jewish woman in Beverwijk during the war. From this poem one can recognize a division between nature
and human evil taking place, in the presence of this tree (Katz, 2010: 287). The comforting purpose of nature
in a frightening world shaped by people is also described by Anne Frank as in her diary, when she writes
about the nature she observes through her window (Frank, 1991). The nature she sees, in which she is
particularly infatuated by the presence of a horse chestnut tree, for her represents the purpose of God to
create joy and relief from suffering and leaves her to conclude that despite her fears, people are still good
at heart (Ibidem: 211). Although Anne’s chestnut tree is a manmade product as an improvement to the
urban environment, to her it is a metaphor for the value of the natural world independent of human
interference and domination (Katz, 2010: 287). As a result of her detailed description, the tree became a
brand icon in the marketing strategy of the Anne Frank museum. In 2007 that same tree was evaluated as
severely sick and unstable and the iron casting that was then built to support the tree was to no avail when
the tree eventually fell apart in 2010 (Foray, 2011: 329-330). However, the tree as a symbol for hope and
peace was further immortalized as elements of the trunks were donated to Jewish museums and saplings
of the tree were replanted worldwide. This immortalization of a physical metaphor, also accounts for the
motivation behind the tree that was planted at the Jewish cemetery in Beverwijk. The original tree that
stood in Beverwijk had to come down because it was infested with diseases, but was already immortalized
in the poem and even to a further extend as a symbolic reference to the new tree that was planted at the
Jewish cemetery. The tree as heritage, in the material sense of reproducing something already vanished,
speaks to Lowenthal’s (1998: 7) perception of heritage subjected to faiths and beliefs, rather than revealing
rational evidence.
The second account contributing to the Holocaustization of the cemetery, is the name-monument that was
supposed to be revealed on March 25 2020, a symbolical reference to March 25 1942 when 77 Jews in
Beverwijk were deported to Amsterdam. The event and the placement of the stone were both postponed
until further notice due to the limiting Covid-19 restrictions. However, the meaning of the monument in
the existing fabric is nonetheless assessed. One distinct motive behind the initiative for the monument is
according to Haije (2020) based on the desire to symbolically ‘bring home’ the Jews in Beverwijk that had
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been deported and murdered during the war. Van der Linden (2020) confirms indeed that several people
named on the monument are related to the people that have been buried at the cemetery prior to the war.
However, there is no distinction made amongst Jewish residents that had lived in Beverwijk prior to the war
until their deportation, Jewish residents that temporarily resided in Beverwijk due to increasing war-related
tensions elsewhere causing them to relocate and Jews that had hid from the Nazis in Beverwijk. Thus, taking
this in consideration, one can perceive the monument as both a symbolical return of the initial Jewish
community of Beverwijk, but also as a homage to all the murdered Jews that had crossed paths with
Beverwijk during the war. The monument is thus a relic that enables to connect the victims to the trauma,
but also reconciles with the grief of loss. Post & van der Beek (2019: 43) assign the reoccurring quest for
people to provide the ‘anonymous’ victim with a name to a sense of responsibility to prove one’s existence,
never to be forgotten. This victim-focused memorialization is further explained by the Dutch public opinion
on the memory of the war, gradually shifting in the 1960’s from uniform triumph and ‘heroification’ to the
recognition of loss (van Vree, 2009: 32-33). As a result of this shift, naming the victims gained momentum
and has proven to be a very relevant aspect in recent Holocaust memorialization. Take for example the
digital Jewish monument dedicated to all Jews in the Netherlands suffering under the Nazi regime during
the war. In this monument, it is attempted to take all the victims out of anonymity by creating an archive,
inviting anyone to contribute in its further completion. Subsequently, alongside the initiative for the
plaquette with names to be placed on the Jewish cemetery of Beverwijk, these names have also been added
to this digital monument (van der Linden: 2020).

Edam
The establishment of Jews in Edam is not based on a continuous narrative. The Jewish community that
originally settled in the city had already relocated prior to the war. In the previous chapter it was described
that in the second half of the 19th century, most Edam Jews relocated to Amsterdam as the Industrialization
of major cities provided more economic prospects. In 1896 the community was officially terminated as a
functioning religious institution. The trend continued in the early 20th century and in 1933 the last two
remaining Jews in Edam also moved to elsewhere. It was the growing tensions in Germany causing the
return of refugee Jews establishing in Edam. The awareness of a dual narrative of the Jewish past in Edam,
has proven to be an important aspect in the analysis of the Jewish cemetery. Through the course of writing
this thesis, the landscape underwent a distinct physical change and this development is perceived an
important aspect of analysis. During a visit to the cemetery in March 2020, the site consisted of a
composition of tombstones and a name plaquette with the names of the 21 Jews that were put on transport
to Amsterdam in 1942. However, it was decided by the initiative of Mr. Nolte (2020) to transfer the name
plaquette across the street to be placed next to the existing monument ‘de Tochtgenoten’. This specific
enhancement to the cemetery, contributes to the division of these two narratives and acknowledges the
lack of historical connection between both the first and the second Jewish community that lived in Edam.
As the last burial took place in 1920, the cemetery had been already been orphaned when their descendants
had moved out of the city. It was thus perceived that the plaquette with names, from a historical
perspective did not fit in the existing fabric. The motives in the development of the place as a lieux de
mémoire change significantly with this intervention. Now, the cemetery gains a new meaning from a sense
of aiming for accuracy, by embodying a Jewish community that had peacefully resided in the city, that was
integrated in the local Edam society and had not suffered from the war whatsoever (Nolte; Rinkel & Doets,
2020). The process is thus characterized by a call for authenticity, as the location of the plaquette was
considered to not ‘measure up’ in place and thus failed to represent a correct insight through the past that
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was displayed (Hoskins, 2001: 340-341). It shows again, the tumultuous relation between history and the
interpretative nature of memory based heritage as Lowenthal (1998: 7) points out.
The trauma of the 21 Jews in Edam that were put on transport, is now to a lesser extend memorialized
through its Jewishness but rather related to the events of the war. This is evident, as the name plaquette
now forms an ensemble with ‘de Tochtgenoten’, a statue dedicated to the Jewish victims of the war and to
the 21 deported Jews in Edam. The monument was revealed much earlier on October 2 1967. Specifically
the year in which the monument was revealed is interesting regarding the Dutch trends in the
memorialization of the Holocaust, as up until the late 60’s this revolved mostly around the big narratives
contributing to political ideologies and further unification of the nation (van Vree, 2009: 22-25). The focus
heavily relied on the courage and sacrifice the nation had endured during the war in their persistency to
guide the nation forward. The national monument that was revealed in Amsterdam in 1956 served as the
embodiment for this perspective, diminishing the acknowledgment of the marginalized groups that were
the victims of the war. It is the location of ‘de Tochtgenoten’ and the chosen date of October 2 that do not
fit in with this nationalist approach of Holocaust remembrance. For the location of the monument, it was
chosen to place ‘de Tochtgenoten’ at the other site of the street, opposite to the Jewish cemetery and this
is not coincidental. Furthermore, the monument was revealed on October 2 for this is close to Rosh
Hashanah, the Jewish new year that was celebrated from 4-6 October of that year. The selection of the date
was thus based on a Jewish celebration to follow, rather than choosing to reveal the monument on May 4,
the national day of remembrance. Prior to the revealing of the monument, the mayor of Edam held a
speech, where he mentioned the Jewish cemetery as a physical remain of the Jews that had lived in Edam
and expressed his efforts to improve the poorly maintained site. Then, the ceremony proceeded with the
uncovering of the statue, which was honored to chief Rabbi Berlinger. It leaves one to wonder, how does
the nature of this monument fits in with the Dutch approach of national and uniform commemoration? It
seems out of place taking into consideration that it is believed that until the 60’s monuments generally
commemorated the heroes, and not the Jewish community as victims of the war. However, various other
occasions in The Hague, Rotterdam, Veendam, Oldenzaal en Zaltbommel show that already in the early 60’s
memorials for the Jewish victim appeared (Van Ginkel, 2011: 402). Even, chief Rabbi Berlinger had priorly
in 1962 also revealed a similar monument on the Jewish cemetery of Hoogeveen, that later in 1981 was
likewise accompanied by a name plaquette (ibidem: 425). Thus, the revealing of the monument is
considered to be an early representation of the shift in the nature of commemorating the war that was
gaining momentum later in the 1960’s, but was not an isolated event. Taking this in consideration, it
explains how change develops gradual and that in the case of this shift, critiques to the national uniformity
of the Holocaust memory amongst the public was evolving towards the implementation of a growing
awareness of this memory as a pluralistic traumatic event (Van Vree, 2009: 32-33). The establishment of
‘de Tochtgenoten’ was a local initiative and thus resembles how this changing perspective on the war, was
the result of a growing discontent amongst the general public in the Netherlands. From the perspective of
Rabbi Berlinger as representative of the Jewish community, one could elaborate on his motivation to
participate in the event as an acknowledgment of Jewish victimhood. This would be contrasting to the
example of the memorial the Dutch Jewish community dedicated to the Dutch public, as a sign of gratitude
for their aid during the war (Hijink & Vermeer, 2018: 51). The monument was revealed in 1950 and fits in
the context of its time, speaking to the heroification of the war-narrative. It seems rather particular that
this monument was initiated by the Jewish community, as Holocaust survivors countered the initiative by
addressing the great losses they had suffered as no reason for gratitude (Ibidem: 61-62). On the other hand,
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as Lagrou (2003: 531) elaborates, all shapes and forms of resistance during the war were regarded the only
option for the construction of a national sense of liberation and victory. Compared to Belguim and France,
in the Netherlands far more ‘Righteous gentiles’ were awarded for their bravery during the war (Moore,
2004: 385-386). However, these differentiating rates are in all probability explained through the postwar
politicization of the national memory in the Netherlands. Opposed to Belgium and France, the Dutch
government quickly performed extensive and systematic research in identifying their ‘war-heroes’. This
postwar approach might have sparked the idea by the initiators of the monument to show a sign of
gratitude towards the Dutch public, as represented in the monument. The critique on the meaning of the
monument is however a representation of the Jewish community desiring to be acknowledged as the victim
of the Nazi perpetrator. Hence why, the controversy in regards to the monument can be extended to ‘de
Tochtgenoten’ in Edam, as an example for the materialization of these changing perspectives.
The motives for relocating the name plaquette to form an ensemble with ‘de Tochtgenoten’ as a means to
realize a more authentic representation of the Jewish past of Edam, has been emphasized. It is the initial
decision to place the plaquette at the cemetery that asks for further analysis. Especially since de
Tochtgenoten, also a homage to the Jewish victims of Edam, had already been placed more than 30 years
prior. Rinkel & Doets (2020) assign the initiative for the plaquette to the absence of the actual names of the
victims represented in de Tochtgenoten. Through archival research, the victims got named and were
subsequently engraved in the plaquette that was revealed on the cemetery in 2002. It shows similarities
with the Beverwijk case, following the recent memory trend of wanting to lift the victims out of anonymity
(Post & van der Beek, 2019: 43). The motive for placing the plaquette at the cemetery must differ partially
from the Beverwijk case, as the responsibility for this cannot be based on symbolically returning the
deported Jews to their ancestors and relatives. The Jewish cemetery in Edam had been orphaned prior to
the war, and with the placement of the plaquette a dissonance is evident by the implication that the two
Jewish communities in Edam overlapped, which they never did, at least not in time. Thaler (2008: 200)
considers the emerging Holocaust lists for concentration camps being a symbolical spatial relation to mass
graves as the result of a quest for names as the signifier of the lost individual. In line of Edam, it might
explain the plaquette being placed on the cemetery as a symbolical reference to loss. Cemeteries
nonetheless are already a direct representation of loss in a broader sense. According to Nolte (Interview
2020), Ger Gobus, the initiator of the name plaquette did indeed approach the placement of the memorial
on the cemetery as a symbolical burial the murdered Jews of Edam never got to have. It is understandable,
taking into consideration that he as a Jewish child during the war went into hiding in Edam and subsequently
survived Nazi terror. When Nolte lobbied for replacing the plaquette, he insisted on the origins of the
German refugee Jews establishing in Edam, being of little significance to the characteristics of the cemetery.
However, this does not mean that Edam-born Jews were spared during the war. Two daughters of the De
Haan family and the Berlijn sisters that had left Edam subsequently in 1886 and 1933, were murdered in
Auschwitz and Sobibor (Besseling, 2004: 40). This explains Nolte’s intention of dividing peace from trauma,
in which the cemetery is perceived a symbol of a Jewish community that had lived in times of peace.
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Figure 9. New situation Edam with left de Tochtgenoten and right the replaced name plaquette. Source: author.

Enkhuizen
The Jewish cemetery in Enkhuizen contains no particular references to the Holocaust memory and this
might has to do with the spatial characteristics of the site, but also with the narrative of the Jewish
community in Enkhuizen Concerning the location of the site, after observation it was mentioned that the
cemetery is positioned nearby the former city walls, as is quite a common location for Jewish cemeteries.
As the fabric of the city further expanded outwards, the cemetery got entirely closed in by a postwar
neighborhood. As a result of this urban development, the cemetery completely lost its visibility in the
landscape. Even if one is specifically looking for the cemetery, instructions on how to reach the burial
grounds would be necessary. Luyckx (Interview 2020) further elaborates on the location of the site, as quite
a problematic social environment of lower class incomes dealing with high addiction rates. Because of this,
the municipality of Enkhuizen is forced to be cautious in regards to the cemetery. They fear that if the
cemetery gains attention through heritagization initiatives, it might unintendedly spark a wave of
vandalism. It thus seems that the desolate nature of the cemetery is deliberately maintained, as a strategy
for avoiding mischief. Aleksandrenko (2014: 43-44) addresses four motives that spark the vandalization of
cultural heritage. The first motive is hooliganism and is perceived an impulsive act mostly occurring under
the influence of alcohol and drugs. Destroying objects in this case is considered a form of entertainment,
while it also appears to be a form of expressing societal superiority. Secondly, a selfish motive for harming
heritage is considered a premeditated act of thievery, when the object is regarded of certain value. Then,
the personal or emotional motive is described as an act of revenge in the relational spheres. Lastly, the
national motive is based on ideological beliefs, often in the realms of racism and religion. It seems clear
thus that Luyckxs (2020), on behalf of the municipality of Enkhuizen, is specifically concerned for the profile
of hooliganism Aleksandrenko (2014: 43-44) illustrates. In the annual Dutch antisemitic and right winged
violence rapport, a Jewish cemetery is considered a religious site and in case of vandalism this is considered
intentional antisemitism if it is suspected that the perpetrator is aware of the religious character of the site
(Tierolf, Drost & Van Kapel, 2018: 5). Taking the lower social status of the neighborhood into account, would
it be likely that if the cemetery would be Holocaustized, hooliganism in the form of intentional antisemitism
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is likely to occur? Aleksandrenko (2014: 43-44) typifies hooliganism as an expression of societal superiority,
and that might be the connection between hooliganism and antisemitic behavior. Antisemitism surfaces
from negative attitudes based on socio-economical, racist and religious aspects (Gans, 2003: 1). On a
national level, antisemitism amongst a minority of the Dutch public remained in the post-war society
predominantly from an socio-economic standpoint (Hondius, s.d.: 33-34). It was feared that the Jews that
returned after the war would claim privileged positions, there was a lack of understanding of the horrors
Jews had endured compared to that of themselves, it was believed that Jews should be humble and show
gratitude towards the Dutch public and lastly, the sense of a ‘Jewish danger’ was still maintained. Hondius
assigns this toxic position to the antisemitic implementations by the Nazis during the war as this distinct
division between Jews and non-Jews remained partly imbedded in Dutch society after the war.
Contemporary antisemitism in the Netherlands however, is partially caused by the Israel-Palestine conflict.
The annual report on antisemitism in the Netherlands show that when political tensions regarding this
conflict rose in 2014, in 2015 a peak in antisemitic violations was registered (Tierolf, Drost & van Kapel,
2018: 17, 19). Gans (2003: 5-6) further stereotypes the perpetrator of this antisemitic behavior as the young
Moroccan community in the Netherlands troubled by their inability to establish their Dutch-Moroccan
identity. This should not be considered a standard for the attitude of the young Moroccan community as a
whole, but the perpetrators within this group do seem to identify with the Palestine cause in their claim for
sympathy as the present-day underdog. In regards to Enkhuizen, the answer whether the Jewish cemetery
might be subjected to intentional antisemitism is thus not dichotomic because as argued, individual
behavior originates from personal context in relation to one’s place in society.
Both Luyckx (Interview 2020) and Sluis (Interview 2020) mention the lack of connection the public of
Enkhuizen has with the Jewish cemetery, which could be argued by multiple contextual factors. As
mentioned, the cemetery is situated in a rather problematic neighborhood. Luyckx’s point of view on the
neighborhood in relation to the cemetery, implies that this group of residents do not allocate a specific
emotional or historical value to the site. Considering the neighborhood, this might work both-ways in
regards to the rest of the public of Enkhuizen. If the attitude in the Enkhuizen society towards the
neighborhood is in synch with that of the municipality, it might make the public reluctant to associate
themselves with the area, further degrading valuation of the Jewish cemetery within Enkhuizen (Musterd,
2009: 36). On the other hand, the lacking connection people in Enkhuizen have with the cemetery could
also have to do with the Holocaust memory of the city. The Jewish cemetery in Enkhuizen contains no warrelated references and is thus isolated from the Holocaust narrative of Enkhuizen. This shows a contrast to
the cases of Edam and Beverwijk, where the Holocaust memory is being spatially connected to their
orphaned cemeteries. This however does not argue for a deliberate separation of the narratives in
Enkhuizen as was honored in Edam, but it might be self-explicatory through the notion that Enkhuizen
suffered minimal loss of their Jewish inhabitants during the war. This is also evident in the heritagization of
the Enkhuizen Holocaust memory. The first monument revealed in Enkhuizen in 1948 is dedicated to the
fallen soldiers. The words attached to the monument speak to hero, by addressing the freedom Enkhuizen
regained and the sacrifices it had to make. The second monument is an abstract lieux de mémoire. At the
site, multiple features commemorate the war and is dedicated to both the resistance and the victims of the
war. The site contains a reference to the Enkhuizen resistance by name and more generally refers to the
Jewish victims that were prosecuted by the Nazis. The monument was revealed in 1995 and thus explains
the incorporation of Jewish victimization. On the site stands a small house as a symbolical reference to
those whom went into hiding, which is significant in the Holocaust memory of Enkhuizen. The Jews of
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Enkhuizen during the war remain in anonymity however. Thanks to the burgomaster, the city helped them
during the war, subsequently sparing Enkhuizen a trauma of loss.

Figure 10. First war monument Enkhuizen.

Figure 11. Abstract Holocaust commemoration site Enkhuizen.

Source: TracesOfWar.

Source: NH Nieuws.

In contrast to Beverwijk and Monnickendam, the Jewish cemetery of Enkhuizen is not merged with the
Holocaust memory by the approach of ‘Jewishness’. Specifically in Monnickendam, Jewish traces and
Holocaust memorials serve the visitor, in the shape of a Jewish experience. Whereas for Monnickendam
the layers of the past have been considered to be suitable to integrate a Jewish narrative, it seems as the
competition for expressing past in the landscape of Enkhuizen ruled out its Jewish past. Kolen, Krieken &
Wijdeveld (2009: 215) use Landsberg’s (2014) concept of contested landscapes to describe the competition
of different histories being represented in memory based landscapes. For Enkhuizen, it seems that its
identity is based on the traces of economic prosperity during the Golden Ages under which the city thrived.
The city published a booklet titled ‘Ontdek de Gouden Eeuw van Enckhuysen’ (discover the Golden Age of
Enkhuizen), guiding its visitors not only along the visible and vanished traces of its prosperous past, but also
by sketching personal ‘testimonies’ of the common man. The tour makes use of tangible and intangible
heritage in the construction of a selected memory as a representation of the city’s identity. Through this
initiative, it seems as if the layers of the past are deconstructed, isolating the memory of the Golden Ages
as a main driver to present the city to tourist and visitors. The appeal of the tour seems to exclude the
‘other’ not only in terms of other pasts, but also the ‘other’ in regards to the outsiders of this identity as
Lowenthal (1989: 229) described in his book ‘The heritage crusade’. The tour represents the past of the
Golden Ages as the captain of the Enkhuizen memory-ship, leaving limited space for experiencing other
pasts. However, within this statement one has to acknowledge Enkhuizen as a middle-sized city with a
relatively small historic center that is ‘burdened’ with the responsibility to entertain all its visitors (Ashworth
& Turnbridge, 2000: 78). Larger cities are much more competent in incorporating multiple pasts in their
historic experience, as different narratives are not forced to be connected in a spatial sense and are thus
able to co-exist without mutual interference. The city marketing of Enkhuizen thus shows a uniform
interpretation of its past, based on the potential to strengthen the particular regional identity for tourism
(Dietvorst, 1994: 87). With regard to the Jewish cemetery of Enkhuizen, this uniform identity might also be
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imbedded in the Enkhuizen society, familiar with identifying to the Golden Ages rather than to the Jewish
traces in the city.

Medemblik
In the previous chapter, it became clear that the Jewish community of Medemblik had shrunk to just a
remaining family of four when the Nazis occupied the Netherlands. Just like Edam, Enkhuizen and
Monnickendam, Medemblik had suffered from economic setback when the access to open waters through
the former Zuiderzee was closed off, resulting in most Jewish inhabitants in Medemblik to relocate to the
larger cities. As for the cemetery, the last burial at the Jewish cemetery had taken place prior to the war, in
March of 1940, which explains the absence of a connection between the cemetery and the Holocaust
memory of Medemblik. The Holocaust memory of Medemblik is represented elsewhere in the city,
materialized in two monuments. The first monument is particularly unique, for it was established in 1940
to honor the Dutch soldiers that got encamped in the city during the mobilization of 1939-1940 (Zwaan,
1989: 158-159). The monument was initiated by the public and granted to the municipality. The structure
is the first war-memorial to be established in the Netherlands, be it that the actual war had not unfolded
to the extend as we know today. The latest monument in Medemblik was revealed in 2017, in front of the
former insane asylum. This monument is an ensemble that commemorates both the fallen employees and
the fallen Jewish ‘patients’ of the institution.
Geographically, the cemetery of Medemblik is situated in the center of the city and quite visible for the
passerby. Hence why the significant efforts by the municipality to maintain the cemetery beyond a sober
level of maintenance that is usually the case for Jewish cemeteries. In regards to incorporating the past in
the construction of identity, it seems as Medemblik shows similarities to Enkhuizen in presenting a selection
of its past as an experience. Medemblik also advertises with a historical walking tour through the city:

‘Ontdek de Oudste stad van West-Friesland en proef de sfeer van honderden jaren geleden.
Laat je leiden langs grachtjes, pleinen en eeuwenoude pandjes en waan je in vroegere tijden
aan de hand van het routeboekje Stadswandeling Medemblik.’ -VVV Hart van Noord-Holland
In this description, Medemblik as the oldest city of West-Friesland is presented as a unicity in regards to
the region. The aim of the walking tour is based on inviting visitors of Medemblik to experience the city
from hundreds years ago. So how are the considerations in constructing an identity that is linked to a
selective expression of the past legitimized? As Ashworth & Turnbridge (2000: 78) describe for smaller sized
towns, just a Medemblik, the potential for multiple pasts to co-exist in the construction of an experience is
hindered. Together with Hoorn, Enkhuizen and Medemblik form the ‘Historical Triangle’, a historical
experience alongside the three cities. But as de Heer, Hansman & Verhoef (2002: 23) emphasize, regional
cooperation for the tourist industry is a slow-paced development, hesitantly picked up. An important reason
for this slow development, is the fear of losing identity. It seems thus as uniqueness in the local context is
competitive of nature and this might also explain the trend of desiring to exploit a past that represents
prosperity and historical significance in a national sense. The latter might also indicate the absence of
marginalized groups in the historical representation of the city, be it that it would diverge attention from
the ‘big story’. The valuation of The Jewish cemetery of Medemblik by the municipality, could give evidence
to this statement. Swart (Interview 2020) emphasizes his astonishment when he discovered the cemetery
has no official heritage-status yet, as from his perspective the justification of such a status is indisputable.
As a result, he filed a request with the municipality to grant the site heritage status, from the argumentation
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that with a growing interest in the Holocaust, the cemetery should be valued accordingly. As of for now,
the request is still under valuation by the municipality and whether the cemetery gains heritage-status is to
be determined.

Monnickendam
The Jewish cemetery in Monnickendam is unique in a way that the cemetery is still in use. With the
coordination of the NIK, burials have taken place on various occasion throughout the years, the last one
dating from three years ago. Wurms (2020) emphasizes that by doing so, the cemetery is kept ‘alive’ which
claims its legitimacy in the landscape of Monnickendam. It seems thus that the open character of the
cemetery is maintained from community-based involvement, as a means to prevent future degradation in
the valuation of the site (Kolen, Krieken & Wijdeveld, 2009: 198). Other than in the Edam case, in
Monnickendam the Jewish community did not entirely disappear but remained to be significantly small in
size. Both Edam and Monnickendam witnessed the deportation of ‘their’ Jews in 1942 and is considered to
be part of the traumatic past in relation to World War II. The possessive pronoun in the former statement
refers to the successful integration of Jews within the local communities by the late 18 th and early 19th
century. Whereas Holocaust memory was related to the Jewish cemetery of Edam has recently been
separated in order to maintain an accurate narrative, the Jewish cemetery of Monnickendam never
contained such a reference. Interesting however, is that both cemeteries are indirectly related to the
Holocaust memory in a spatial sense. For Edam, a monumental ensemble to commemorate the deported
Jews is situated opposite to the Jewish cemetery, seemingly connecting both sides with the common
denominator of ‘Jewishness’. In the Monnickendam case on the other hand, the Jewish cemetery is taking
part in a ‘Jewish experience’, shaped in a tour through th e city highlighting Jewish places of interest.

Figure 12&13 Front and back brochure ‘Joods Monnickendam. Source: VVV Monnickendam. See appendix 2 for enlarged view

Through this notion of Jewishness being present in both Edam and Monnickendam, especially in
Monnickendam this is to a greater extend contributing to the construction of a specific identity on grounds
of cultural and economic development for the city. The tour, produced in the form of a brochure under the
name of ‘Jewish Monnickendam’, is an initiative of Stichting Promotie Waterland. This foundation is
occupied with promoting recreation for the Waterland district in the Netherlands. The foundation thus
caters to the needs of visitors and tourists through enabling them to extend their visit and return for a visit
more often by offering a variety of cultural experiences. Simultaneously, this initiative is beneficial for the
city’s entrepreneurs and inhabitants, hence why the foundation is not solely funded by the municipality but
also by these entrepreneurs and other donators. A comparative marketing-strategy in distinguishable in
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Amsterdam, previously characterized in this thesis through the concept of the urban Holoscape by Van der
Laarse (2018: 40). In this case, also a Jewish route is spatialized in the touristic brand invention of a Jewish
quarter, extensively referring to a Jewish world in the past that now has vanished. It proves how highlighting
‘Jewishness’ has great potential to attract visitors and contribute to establishing a Jewish identity in relation
to space. Jewish Monnickendam is a walking tour guiding visitors alongside five Jewish places of interest in
Monnickendam. This entails the former synagogue, the memorial stone of Menorah commemorating the
Monnickendam Jews murdered during the war, a gable stone that was gifted as a sign of gratitude for the
family Hordijk that had taken in five Jews during the war, the Jewish cemetery and the several locations
with ‘Stolpersteine’. The brochure thus contains references of both physical traces of the Jewish community
in Monnickendam and the traumatic Holocaust memory of the city. Although a distinction between these
two narratives as was evident in Edam is absent, it does reasons with the continuity of the Jewish presence
in the past of Monnickendam. The synagogue and the Jewish cemetery are direct traces left behind by the
Monnickendam Jews, whereas the memorial stone, the gable stone and the Stolpersteine were gradually
integrated in the existing fabric in constructing Holocaust memorials after the war. In this, the gable stone
was first to emerge in postwar Monnickendam and could be compared to the monument that was initiated
by the Jewish community as a sign of gratitude to the Dutch public in 1950. Although the gable stone as a
sign of gratitude seems more in place, on the other hand it is compatible with the postwar focus on the
heroes of the war. Of course, one must not forget that the gable stone was directed towards their helper
but in essence, the memorial does not represent that besides gratitude, these five Jews must have also
suffered significant loss from the war. It would take until 2005 for the Memorial stone Menorah to
collectively represent the 16 Jews of Monnickendam that did not survive after being deported in 1942. The
most recent added Holocaust feature of Monnickendam are the Stolpersteine scattered in the trottoirs of
the historical center. Stolpersteine (stumbling stones) is an international Holocaust commemoration project
initiated by German artist Gunter Demning, inviting institutions and individuals to participate. Stumbling
stones are ten-by-ten centimeter brass blocks, set in the pavement in front of the last residence of the
people whom fell victim to the Nazi terror. Engraved in the stones are the names of the victims and their
dates of birth, deportation and death. Denning deliberately chose the name of stumbling stones because
one stumbles on them both with the mind and the heart. That one has to bend down to be able to read the
engravings on the stone, is simultaneously intended as a sign of respect. From a top-down perspective in
regards to Holocaust monumentalization of the urban fabric, these Stolpersteine have been contested in
Germany. They are considered as rather degrading for people step on the stones which are equal to the
surface (Carrier, 2016: 64). The project however is bottom-up embraced by local citizens and relatives as a
recognition of the loss of their neighbors and family. It is comprehendible that a certain level of sensitivity
towards monumentalizing the Holocaust memory in Germany is intuitionally approached, as questions
regarding levels of responsibility are fundamentally different (Heyl, 2009: 229). Despite these debates, the
initiative was caught up both in Germany and internationally in the late 90’s and early 00’. Stolpersteine
have been placed all over Europe, eventually reaching Monnickendam in 2016 (and also in Edam in 2018),
when divided over six locations, the stolpersteine of sixteen people were placed. Stolpersteine counter the
heroification of the Holocaust memory that focused on highlighting individual acts of outstanding behavior
not only by its focus on the victim, but also by symbolizing how they were acted upon as the result of
political decision making (Ibidem: 65). It is a powerful mechanism that completely diminishes the presence
of a perceived hero by confronting the spectator with the rational insight of the war as a fatal event. The
trauma is thus spatially connected to the victim, by taking these people out of anonymity and
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simultaneously connecting them to their former residencies, maintaining a level of spatial indexicality in
relation to this memory.

Figure 14. Stolperstein in Monnickendam. Source: author.

The Holocaust memory of Monnickendam seems to fit the chronological development of the national
trends of the Holocaust memory like a glove. The first postwar monument focused on the hero, the second
monument of 2005 acknowledged the victims and the last additions in 2016 immortalized the victims
individually by name, birth and death. It is however the combination of the Jewish traces in the city and the
war-related references in Monnickendam molded in a Jewish experience that is quite unique. Compared to
the five selected Dutch cases of this research, the deliberate construction of such identity to cater an
experience, only accounts for Monnickendam. Kolen, Krieken & Wijdeveld (2009: 209) emphasize the
reincarnation of a local past as a powerful means to preserve the old identity of a place or to contribute to
the construction of a new identity. For Monnickendam the latter seems evident, as its Jewish past is utilized
for presenting the historical characteristics of Monnickendam according to its perceived Jewishness. This
fits the terminology of virtual Jewishness, as the contemporary absence of a distinguished Jewish
community in Monnickendam have not hindered the construction of a Jewish identity (Gruber, 2001: 3). By
approaching this identity as a useful source for branding and marketing strategies, it seems as the potential
for authenticity in an experience based economy as described by Gilmore & Pine (2007: 135-136) is
applicable in this case. Authenticity from this approach is considered essential for identity-building through
the ability to distinguish from ‘others’. Within the local context of Monnickendam, the ‘others’ are
considered its surrounding places that also attract visitors with their historical appeal. For the case of
Monnickendam this distinction is thus spatially expressed, accompanied by its corresponding events.
Because this is all brought together in a Jewish tour, the individual is invited to experience a world in the
past, distant in time (Landsberg, 2004: 113). Monnickendam as a transferential space, then subsequently
shifts from collective-based commemoration to an individual experience of both its Jewish past and its
Holocaust memory. This notion is particularly of importance, considering the absence of a Holocaust
memory in relation to the former synagogue and the Jewish cemetery. Thus, the Jewish experience should
be approached in a broad sense, from which the Holocaust memory is proven to be a significant part of.
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Connecting the dots
The individual analyses of the five selected Jewish cemeteries serve as the basis for understanding the
meaning of these places on a local level. Jewish cemeteries are protected through the Jewish religious laws
of eternal grave rest and are thus, generally, continuously present in the landscape. For all five Jewish
cemeteries it is now clear that the initial owners of the sites have vanished either prior or during the war.
For economic reasons, many Jewish residents in smaller places relocated to the major cities in the early 20th
century and this trend is overall recognized, since all Jewish communities had significantly shrunk during
this distinct period. In approaching the war, and during the war, all cities were faced with Nazi regulations
oppressing their Jewish inhabitants. This is also where the stories diverge. For all the named cities, besides
Enkhuizen, the war represents the abrupt ending of Jewish presence within local communities. However,
all these places experienced the war differently. As the Jewish cemeteries have been orphaned since the
war, these sites became subjected to the interpretations of the non-Jewish community. In investigating the
allocated meaning to the five selected Jewish cemeteries as a product of contemporary social structures, it
is evident that despite the fact that these cemeteries are located relatively close to one another, their place
in society vary significantly. Each of the five Jewish cemeteries can be considered as uniquely handled within
society. The Jewish cemetery at Beverwijk is the sole cemetery directly linked to the Holocaust memory. In
Edam the two narratives of peace and tragedy for their Jewish communities have recently been revalued
and translated in the landscape. On the other hand, the Jewish cemetery in Monnickendam is part of the
cultural ‘Jewish experience’ of the city in which peace and tragedy have been merged. The Jewish cemetery
of Enkhuizen is mostly absent in society because of its location and a lacking cultural connection to the rest
of the city. Medemblik is outstandingly well preserved for it is located in the heart of the city, but seems
not to be a theme in the advertisement of the cultural identity of the city. Despite the great variety in the
interpretation of these Jewish cemeteries, one can derive a correlation in regards to the intentions behind
these interactions. Motives for Holocaust remembrance had already shifted during the 60’s, where the hero
that served the national identity made way for the acknowledgment of the war-victims in the gradual
admittance of a certain degree of guilt towards these marginalized. Van Vree (2009: 40) emphasizes that
this direction is continued in the contemporary collective memory of the Holocaust, through education
programs. De Haan (2008: 69) builds further on this growing morality with regard to the Jewish victim in
Dutch society, derived from a perceived lack of respect for the past by new groups and younger generations.
Considering the five presented cases, it seems as the local morality towards these places is responsible for
its legitimization, its preservation and its allocated meaning within the urban landscape. The current status
of Jewish heritage in the Dutch landscape, recently got picked up by the Dutch Government. In her letter to
parliament, the minister of Education, Culture and Science Ingrid van Engelshoven (2019: 6-7),
acknowledges the importance of preserving Jewish heritage, whether or not related to the Holocaust. She
specifically addresses the ‘forgotten Jewish cemetery’ being in need of extra care, as the local communities
have vanished from these places and suffer from insufficient resources for maintenance. After deliberation
with Syneon (a Dutch institution focused on Jewish heritage), the Jewish Cultural Quarter (Joods Cultureel
Kwartier) and the NIK, it was decided to grant €2.5 million for the restauration and maintenance of these
sites. As of for now, the planning for the allocation of these funds are being drafted. Engelshoven describes
the underlying motive for governmental support of Jewish heritage as ‘a powerful warning for the present
and a valuable lesson for the future’. Again, this hints to a moral vision in the management of Jewish
heritage within Dutch society and exemplifies the sense of responsibility imbedded not only on a local level,
but also on a national level.
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6. Holocaustization – A comparative analysis on an
international scale
The former chapter provides an insight in the national characteristics of heritagization trends in regards to
the five selected Dutch cases. For an international approach, heritage concepts will now be analyzed by
incorporating a spatial focus on Central-Eastern Europe. General trends in the Holocaust memory will be
discussed, accompanied by the particular characteristics that surfaced on an international level.

The Holocaust paradigm in Europe
In Western Europe and North-America, the memory of World War II shifted in the 60’s and 70’s towards a
more inclusive approach, moving away from the hero to the victim. The Jewish destruction became the
central theme in breaking with a traumatic past. This created a contrast with the past and the present in
which the present is being considered the product of lessons drawn from the past. However, this increased
focus on the Holocaust developed in a Western world that is relatively distant from the actual ‘scene of the
crime’ (Himca & Michlic, 2013: 3-4). In the United States, Canada and Britain the genocide did not happen
in the first place and although Jews in Western Europe were structurally deported, they were mostly
transported to, and murdered in the death camps in Eastern Europe. For Central-Eastern Europe it has
proven to be much more difficult to categorize the ‘participants’ of the war in just victims, perpetrators and
bystanders as happened in Western Europe. Lanzmann’s documentary film ‘Shoah’ shows witness
interviews categorized in these three categories, revealing the complexity of such a framed approach. The
dynamics that surface in the documentary shows that under the extreme psychological pressure to act in
times of war, metaphysical behavior blurs the moral conscious that distinguishes right from wrong (Koch,
Daniel & Hansen, 1989:
uncomfortable)

16). Hence why Lanzmann confronts the spectator with the (sometimes

entanglements within these categories like victims forced to act as perpetrators,

perpetrators as rescuers, selfless rescuers, rescuers becoming perpetrators and bystanders unable to
remain silently in the background. Furthermore, to highlight the differentiation between the East and the
West, the Nazi occupation in France, Belgium and the Netherlands pales in comparison with the terror the
Germans wreaked in Poland, the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia. Villages were burned to the ground, millions
were put on forced labor in Germany, millions were starved to death and the Nazis routinely mass murdered
the intellectual elites and anyone suspected of resisting the regime. Hence why, in postwar Central-Eastern
Europe there was little space for the Jewish victim in the collective memory due to the suffering of the
overall population. One cannot speak of a unifying Europe in the postwar era, since political tensions
between Western democracy and Eastern communism increased. In approaching the end of World War II,
Central-Eastern Europe and Germany were reorganized at the Yalta convention, further increasing the gap
between the East and the West. Stalin wanted to construct a buffer against Germany, while the West
desired to isolate the Soviets. During the negotiations at Yalta, the West gave away Central-Eastern Europe
in their attempts to save what was left of the Western democracy (Fowkes, 1995: 2). Subsequently, the
Sovietization of Central-Eastern Europe took off in 1948 alongside the Truman doctrine and the Cold War.
Hence why, it is important to approach postwar Europe in a geographical sense, characterized by
increasingly contrasting political ideologies. These political differences also seeped through in the memory
cultures of Europe after the war. In Western Europe, the postwar collective memory of the war was strongly
shaped by the national, political and religious views of courage and resurrection (Van Vree, 2009: 25-28).
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In a way, the collective memory in Central-Eastern Europe was also heavily influenced by its political and
national ideologies, but molded in an entirely different political system. Under communist rule in Eastern
Europe the narrative was based on the population that had suffered, dissolving the acknowledgment of the
Jewish victim (Himka & Michlic, 2013: 4). Central-Eastern Europe did not synchronize with the changing
perspectives on the war that had emerged in the West in the 60’s and 70’s. It would take several years after
the fall of communism for Eastern Europe to follow, as a result of seeking connection with the West in a
further unifying Europe (van Vree, 2009: 37-38). It seems however, as adopting the Holocaust as the
common denominator of a shared European trauma, undermines the oppression and mass killings CentralEastern Europe suffered under Soviet rule. Amongst the Central-Eastern Europe public, the Red army is
perceived as the perpetrator of their collective trauma, rather than Nazi oppression during World War II
(Laarse, 2013: 127). One could argue that both a unifying Europe and the construction of a shared identity
is incompatible with the Holocaust as central theme. Despite this notion, the Holocaust remains to be a
theme of significant interest in a further globalizing world.

Jewish cemeteries in Eastern Europe in a globalizing world
It is interesting to keep the perspective of clashing memories in Europe in mind, because what weighs
heavier in a globalizing world in regards to memory, homogenization of heterogenization? This is a big
question and in all probability context dependent. Hence why the focus on Jewish cemeteries is utilized as
a means to comprehend the meaning of these places not only within local societies, but also within nations
dealing with their past in a globalizing world of political merging and increased mass tourism.
For the Dutch cases, the interpretation of the landscape is generally a bottom-up movement of locals, from
a sense of responsibility towards these desolate cemeteries from the moral argument of ‘it is the least we
can do’. These processes are legitimized by moving upwards, through cooperating with the municipality or
by introducing suggestions in established Holocaust-related foundations. For Jewish cemeteries in CentralEastern Europe, the matters are more complex as societies seem less burdened with a feeling of guilt. For
Central-Eastern Europe, neglect and vandalism in regards to Jewish cemeteries is a structural issue, both
during the war and under communist rule. Michael Meng, historian at Clemson University, describes
targeting Jewish sites as part of an anti-Jewish tradition (Epstein, 2017). Under the Nazi regime many Jewish
cemeteries were damaged in Central-Eastern Europe, but also post-Holocaust structural vandalism and
neglect further contributed to the deteriorative state of these sites. In postwar Poland, the regime decided
on not protecting these sites, which was heavily critiqued by Jewish leaders (Meng, 2010: 141). Although
their efforts to reform this policy through the course of 1946-49 were to no avail, it does represent an
example of a Jewish countermovement. In 1964, the minister of public works initiated a policy to close,
liquidate and redevelop Jewish cemeteries, which was also obviously disapproved of by the Jewish
community. Likewise, the regime again ignored the oppositions and continued its policy into the 1980’s
(Ibidem: 142).
Taking vandalism in regards to Jewish cemeteries in Central-Eastern Europe into account, it is probable that
antisemitic vandalism is not based on Israel-motives as is noted in the West. The Muslim community in
Eastern Europe is relatively small and it seems as other factors play are role in antisemitic behavior (Feinber
& Stewart, 2019: 192). Rather, in understanding antisemitic vandalism in Central-Eastern Europe, one has
to approach this historically. It is suspected that the greater the decimation of the Jewish community a
nation suffered during the war, the more likely it is for antisemitic vandalism to occur. Feinber & Sterwart
(2019: 195) distinguish two types of Holocaust-motivated antisemitic attitudes. The first attitude is
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described as secondary antisemitism and based on the belief that Jews continuously make use of feelings
of guilt from the Holocaust. Then, collective victimhood is exemplified as a feeling of resent for the ‘Jewish
victim’ of the Holocaust, diminishing the acknowledgment of the suffering of entire populations from Nazi
terror. The latter particularly intensifies in nationalist political environments dealing with a past of
additional significant non-Jews suffering during World War II and under communist rule. These conditions
are evidently present for Central-Eastern Europe being the scene of the crime combined with a changing
postwar political environment. Antisemitic vandalism is not only considered a common occurrence under
Nazi and communist rule, the increasing popularity of far-right national parties in Central-Eastern Europe
contributes to the continuity of these attitudes (Ibidem: 199). In this, the public unable to cope in a rapidly
changing world, seems to find consolidation in political parties supporting nationalism and anti-immigrant
measures. Based on these socio-political beliefs, it is clarified that Jewish cemeteries in Central-Eastern
Europe are structurally subjected to vandalism. These processes, highlight that such sites contain almost
opposite meaning as observed in the Dutch cases based on animosity rather than guilt and regret.
Particularly for Poland, the antisemitic attitudes expressed by the state seem to go hand in hand with
vandalism, as the destruction of Jewish sites took a new high after the 1968 anti-Zionist campaign. Take for
example the Bródno Jewish cemetery in Warsaw, heavily deteriorated predominantly through negligent
maintenance, but also due to vandalism (Nekanda-Trepka, 2011: 123). The last burial at the cemetery took
place in 1947, symbolically for that matter as the remains of Jewish victims were laid to rest in a ‘brotherly
grave’. After the war, the grave was immediately forgotten and destroyed and it would take till 1985 before
the monument was fenced and given remembrance. The burial ground was also fenced in the 80’s and
overturned tombstones were used to create a lapidarium. However, throughout the years, the cemetery
became overgrown and because the burial ground was not adequately fenced off, neighbors used the
cemetery for recreational purposes, tombstones were destroyed by hooligans and several gravestones got
smothered in antisemitic graffiti. The cemetery had no official protection as a historical monument, up until
efforts ware undertaken in 2007 to have the cemetery grounds inscribed on the Register of Historical
Monuments, which was finalized in 2009. Alongside these efforts, supervision measures over the cemetery
were initiated by municipal services and local schools were approached to encourage the young community
to take the cemetery under special care. In 2014, a city-funded initiative arranged 1000 stones
beingreturned to the cemetery, that had been used for the construction of a stairway and a pergola in a
recreational park in Warsaw (Baker, 2019: 8).

Figure 15. Bródno Jewish cemetery in decay. Source: Vanishedworld.org.
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Considering that the cemetery has continuously been the property of the State Treasury, and not of the
Jewish community, exemplifies the lacking state efforts and the limited available resources by Jewish
communities in looking after Jewish sites in postwar Poland. Meng (2010: 53-54) describes a revival of local
interests in Jewish heritage emerging in East Germany and Poland in the 70’s, further developing beyond
the local level into the 80’s. This was a reaction to the developments in the rest of Europe, where the public
desired to preserve a ‘lost’ past through holding on to historical traces in a rapidly changing world. It was
perceived that modernity had failed to improve the standards of society in causing death, inequality,
repression and imperialism for both the democratic as the communist world. For Poland, the national
communist party PZPR was looking to improve its status abroad in the early 80’s and subsequently
anticipated on the attraction of tourists for Jewish sites through restoration projects and hosting Holocaust
commemoration events (Ibidem: 55). However, this embrace of Jewish heritage sparked the discussion
amongst the Polish public and was criticized as insincere for the Jewish population in Poland had almost
vanished entirely. Not only the Nazis structurally wiped out the Jewish population in Poland, also the antiZionist campaign of the PZPR in 1967-1968 resulted in another 13.000 Jews to flee the antisemitic sociopolitical environment in Poland. The notion of Poland investing in their Jewish sites in the 80’s, seem to
synchronize with the Warsaw municipal efforts to fence off the Bródno Jewish cemetery in order to protect
the site from further vandalism in the 80’s while these efforts seem to not have hindered further waves of
antisemitic vandalism until measures were taken to grant the cemetery heritage protection.
The increasing international interests in the Jewish traces of Eastern Europe resulted in a flow of
international tourism in search of their Jewish past. Subsequently, Jewishness in Eastern Europe became a
competitive marketing strategy (Ibidem: 57). This particular tourist industry, characterized by the desire to
strengthen one’s Jewish identity is referred to as ‘diaspora business’ (Aviv & Shneer, 2007: 67). Eastern
Europe is considered as a Jewish pilgrimage destination by predominantly American Jewish diaspora, for it
is perceived as the center of Jewish suffering. This has been quite beneficial for Eastern Europe financially,
which also enhanced the status of Jewish heritage through international funds and voluntary programs
(Ibidem: 68). Specifically American Jews are highly mobile in their travels to seek for ancestral truth
(Ioannides & Ioannides, 2004: 101). In their pilgrimages to Eastern Europe, Jewish sites are not necessarily
approached from a religious perspective of being holy (Ibidem: 102). Judaism is characterized by its
commemoration of people and events, which reflects in the purpose of Jewish tourists to visit Eastern
Europe. Rather, attention is paid to the historical characteristics of a place, as a site of remembrance over
the loss of their ancestors. Within this overall trend, a niche is distinguishable of Hasidic Jews, an Orthodox
Jewish community, resuming the pre-war tradition of visiting the grave of Rabbi Nachman in the village of
Uman in Ukraine on Rosh Hananah (Marchenko, 2018: 229-230). This leader of Hasidism presumably chose
Uman as his final rest place for it was the scene of the murdering of a large number of Jews during the 1768
rebellion of Ukraine fighting against Polish oppression. Under communist rule, pilgrimage to Uman was
prohibited, lasting until 1988 as during the perestroika, tourists from abroad were reallowed (Marchenko,
2018: 109). The number of Jewish pilgrims visiting the site has increased since 1988 from a few hundred
visitors to roughly 30.000 visitors in 2016, and has altered the infrastructure of Uman in order manage the
peaks of visitors. Although the site contains historically significant symbols, the tradition of pilgrimage to
Uman evolved further, when in the present the site is increasingly considered as part of the diaspora
business, in search for their Hasidim identity.
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Figure 16. Tomb of Rabbi Nachman. Source: Findagrave.

Although this diaspora business can be considered economic beneficial for Eastern Europe and the revival
of Jewish heritage, it has also been contested for such significant focus on the Jewishness of place tends to
exclude other local cultures. This is also evident for the place of Lviv in Ukraine, where the commodification
of Jewish heritage has been contested in a multi-ethnic society (Corsale & Vuytsyk, 2015: 1). Lviv is located
80 kilometers from the Ukranian-Polish border and has been at the center of Ukrainians struggle for
independence. After World War I, with the collapse of the Habsburg empire, the Western Ukrainian Nation
Republic proclaimed Lviv as its capital, in conflict with Poland. The case of Lviv exemplifies how
heritagization processes are taken over by the local population, for the purpose of serving the diaspora
business that is also actively pursued by Ukrainian authorities. After proclaiming Ukraine’s independence
in 1991, strengthening the national memory has become an important national approach with regard to
fabricating heritage. Lviv has a rich history of Jewish settlement in the past, as the Jewish population rapidly
grew from 1867 onwards when the municipality removed restrictions for Jews to only settle in designated
areas. The Jewish population in the city thrived in the textile business, were part of the social elites and
established Jewish institutions as synagogues, two cemeteries, a library, a Yiddish newspaper and a
museum (Ibidem: 6). The number of Jews in the city continued to swell, counting for 56,8% during the
interbellum. In the early days of the war, another 200.000 German and Polish Jewish refugees relocated to
Lviv. However, already in 1941, Lviv became the backdrop for the mass killings of Jewish residents by the
Nazis, subsequently destroying its community buildings, synagogues and cemeteries. In 1941 an estimated
number of 120.000 Jews were forced to live in the Ghetto that was established, where most of them were
murdered. The remaining victims were killed in the nearby Janowska concentration camp and the Bełżec
extermination camp. After the war had ended, the Jewish community in Lviv remained significantly small in
size and predominantly consisted of Jews re-establishing in the city after the war had ended. Either way,
after the fall of communism the community experienced significant cultural revival, which was further
enhanced when in 1992 a monument of the victims of the Ghetto erected (Ibidem: 7). Tourists became
more mobile when borders opened up in a unifying Europe and it was perceived that Lviv had great
potential for serving the Jewish tourist business, for the city houses traces of both Jewish thrive and tragedy.
Hence why in 2010, Ukrainian authorities in cooperation with Germany called for a rearrangement of its
Jewish heritage. Sketches were made for the reconstruction of the Golden Rose synagogue, plans were
drafted for the placement of memorials at the Golden Rose Synagogue, the old Jewish cemetery and the
Janowska Nazi-German concentration camp. Subsequently, the local non-Jewish population also
anticipated on the revival of Jewishness in establishing Jewish themed businesses. Partly, the Jewish
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community of Lviv embraced the memorialization of the former Jewish community that had resided in Lviv,
but critics within the community disapproved of the uniform approach of commodifying Jewishness, as
ownership over the tangible and intangible heritage was considered wrongfully appropriated for the tourist
business. Although this Jewish community has no direct ancestral connection with this past, still a sense of
responsibility to authenticity was expressed. As a result of these remarks, all the public projects were put
on hold and placed under evaluation by national authorities. In regards to the remains of the old Jewish
cemetery however, the continuation of exploiting Jewishness seem to have continued. The grounds of the
cemetery have been utilized as an open-air market place and the municipality refused to close the market
unless its proponents offer compensation. Furthermore, the area surrounding the Golden Rose synagogue
has been cleaned up and subsequently attracts visitors with little intentions to learn about its history (Laird
& Montemaggio, 2017). Adjacent to the synagogue stands a non-Jewish owned establishment, the Golden
Rose Restaurant, where a pre-war Jewish atmosphere is fabricated. Through stereotyping what is perceived
as ‘Jewish’, with little notion to authenticity it is an evident example of a controversial way of commodifying
Jewishness. Likewise happened at the grounds of the former Great synagogue, where the same owner
established a terrace. These eateries have now been contested and their removal has been initiated as a
result of criticism. It is not only the diaspora business accelerating the national and local appropriation of
Jewishness in Eastern Europe putting ownership and authenticity of Jewish heritage up for discussion. Sites
of tragedy, violence and loss also attract mainstream tourists. Dark heritage is perceived by visitors as
means to experience a past cruel world, from the safety of the present. Tarlow (2007: 55) acknowledges
the popularity of dark tourism as an economic generator, based on creating an iconic image instead of
utilizing these sites as a source of information. The crime scenes of Eastern Europe are thus put on display,
simultaneously jeopardizing the authenticity of place. Dark tourism as a marketing strategy for Eastern
Europe is being economically exploited within multiple levels of the globalizing society as national and local
efforts are undertaken to serve mass tourism.
On the other hand, this growing attention for Jewish heritage in predominantly non-Jewish contemporary
societies, also sparked international efforts for the adequate conservation of Jewish sites that have not
been popularized by the tourist industry. The European Jewish Cemeteries Initiative (ESJF, see
https://www.esjf-cemeteries.org) is a German-based non-profit organization focusing on the physical
preservation of Jewish cemeteries, particularly for places where the Jewish communities had vanished
during the Holocaust. Most of the Jewish cemeteries in Europe are located in Central and Eastern Europe,
hence why the projects are prioritized in this area. The restoration of almost 150 cemeteries in mostly
Eastern European countries are now completed or still pending. The initiative is co-funded by the European
Union and has partnered up with a variety of international (Jewish) heritage institutions. Through
cooperating with the local community and educating them about Jewish presence in the past, sustainable
maintenance is enhanced.
It seems thus as developments in the preservation of Jewish heritage in Central-Eastern Europe is differently
motivated as the West. These interventions in Jewish traces in predominant non-Jewish societies are to
greater extends integrated in international patterns of Holocaustization. Central-Eastern Europe as the
scene of the crime is characterized by several accounts of suffering and oppression both during the war and
subsequently under communist rule. Even for Ukraine, Bandera’s fascist nationalist liberation movement
OUN-B is regarded a most crucial trauma for its long silenced massacres of its Jewish and Polish population.
Initially, the victimization of Jews was not picked up in the same manner as gradually emerged in the West,
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causing for many Jewish heritage being subjected to antisemitic vandalism. However, international
interests in Central-Eastern Europe as the backdrop for the Holocaust tragedy, generated an increase in
national, local and international initiatives. Mass tourism enabled the revival of the Jewish thing, holding
great potential for the economic development of nations in their recovery from communism in a unifying
Europe. These processes thus seem to be constructed from intertwined movements and dialogues between
Central-Eastern Europe nations, Jewish diaspora in search for ancestral truth, the popularization of dark
tourism and the interference of international heritage institutions. Jewish cemeteries in Central-Eastern
Europe follow these patterns of globalization, reclaiming legitimacy in the landscape both by the outsider
and the insider. Alongside these processes, complex discussions surface in regards to the revival of these
places, addressing issues as authenticity, cultural appropriation and ownership.
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7. Conclusions
This thesis was a follow up from a previous research in the Weissensee Jewish cemetery of Berlin. Through
investigating the relation between community and place, it was noted that the Holocaust greatly impacted
the management of the site. After World War II, a significantly small sized Jewish community remained to
live in Berlin. Subsequently, the cemetery fell into despair as the community was financially unable to
adequately maintain the site. The last few decades, Jewish traces in Europe regained the interests of the
heritage industry. Also for Weissensee, private and state funds supported several conservation projects,
protecting vulnerable but valuable tombstones from further exposure to the elements. The initiators of
these interventions however, are predominantly operating from a non-Jewish background. Precisely this
notion is at the core of this research, because what happens if a site is orphaned through trauma, but still
present within the contemporary landscape? Particularly Jewish cemeteries are very suitable to investigate
from this approach, for their existence is protected in the Jewish burial traditions of eternal rest. In order
to understand these places in societies were Jewish presence has vanished, prior or during the war, five
Dutch Jewish cemeteries have been interpreted in the international context of Jewish heritagization.
The biographies of the Jewish cemeteries in the five selected towns of Beverwijk, Edam, Enkhuizen,
Medemblik and Monnickendam, describe their gradual establishment in the 17th and 18th century. The
emerging Jewish communities that emerged, gradually established Jewish religious institutions,
materialized in synagogues and cemeteries. By the late 19th and early 20th century however, the
industrialization in larger cities as a pull-factor and the loss of a competitive position in fishery due to the
rearrangements of the Zuiderzee as a push-factor, caused for many Jews to relocate. The remaining Jewish
communities shrunk significantly or even for the case of Edam, was brought back to zero. However, when
in the late 30’s antisemitic tensions in Germany rose, Jewish refugees settled in these smaller cities where
they integrated with older Jewish residents into, in some cases, still existing religious communities. The
Nazis eventually occupied the Netherlands in 1940, and in 1941 official orders summoned municipalities to
put their Jewish inhabitants on transport to Amsterdam. For Beverwijk, Edam and Monnickendam this
traumatic event caused the abrupt disappearance of its Jewish inhabitants. The last Jewish family in
Medemblik managed to escape the orders by going into hiding. However, the impact of the war presented
itself later with the razzias on Jewish patients of the insane asylum. Only Enkhuizen was relatively spared
during the war, thanks to the burgomaster and the public that had successfully aided their Jewish
inhabitants safely through the war. After the war, a relatively small Jewish community in Enkhuizen
remained. For Beverwijk, Edam, Medemblik and Monnickendam these communities were never
reestablished, hardly anyone had survived the mass killings by the Nazis.
The cemeteries these Jewish communities left behind, are now physical reminders of their presence in the
past and their absence in the present. The analyses of these sites within contemporary social structures,
reveals a wide variety of interpretations in the allocation of heritage value. The Jewish cemetery in
Beverwijk shows a strong connection to symbolizing a collective memory through materialization. The
placement of the tree and the name plaquette, immortalize the victims of a shared trauma and enable
reconciliation. The Jewish cemetery in Monnickendam is taking part in a constructed Jewish experience,
integrating Jewish traces with Holocaust commemorations as an advertisement for cultural exploration. In
Edam an opposite phenomenon is observed, where the Jewish cemetery is separated from the collective
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trauma. Authenticity as the main driver for disconnecting the cemetery with the Holocaust narrative,
adheres to the desire to acknowledge the cemetery as a remnant of peace, not of trauma. The Jewish
cemeteries in Medemblik and Enkhuizen are both subjected to minimal efforts in heritagization. Possibly,
this is due to competing memories in constructing identities and trauma being relatively distant to these
sites.
Although all five cases show strong unique characteristics in regards to heritagization processes, patterns
are nonetheless distinguishable. These cemeteries as orphaned heritage, out of contact with its initiators
are officially owned and supervised by the NIK. In practice however, local initiatives seem to have relative
freedom to interpret, utilize and alter the landscape, as long as these processes are beneficial for the status
of the landscape. These developments are characterized as bottom-up initiatives, but performed under
municipal permission or in deliberation with the NIK. Locals as captains of memory, integrating the
cemeteries in a “society without Jews”, contribute to the heritagization of ‘the other’. For Edam and
Monnickendam however, local initiatives in regards to these Jewish cemeteries have been supported by
Jewish inhabitants. Shifra Wurms and Mick Nolte have each invested significantly in safeguarding and
improving the status of the Jewish cemeteries from a sense of religious responsibility, supported by
likeminded people within their local social network. On a national level, this seems to be legitimized from
a moral attitude towards the Jewish victim of a tragedy that never should have happened. Heritage in this
shape and form is thus a suitable means for the expression of morality, to a lesser extend dependent on
adhering to the truth. On a national level, the direction of a pluralistic approach of the Holocaust memory
emerging in the late 60’s has continued. From a top-down perspective, this was recently translated in the
allocation of state funds for the protection of Jewish heritage, regarding Jewish heritage as a warning for
the present and a lesson for the future.
A comparative, or transnational perspective may reveal differences in the management of these sites. After
the fall of communism, Central-Eastern Europe had to accelerate in order to compete in a rapidly globalizing
world. The communist regime had little space for the Jewish victim for the entire population had suffered
severely. However, when international interests in Jewish heritage and Central-Eastern Europe as the scene
of the crime increased, a revival of the Jewish thing occurred. As a part of this, Jewish heritage in the CentralEastern Europe became a competitive marketing strategy, attracting both non-Jewish entrepreneurs aiming
to serve the diaspora business and mass tourism as well as internationally operating Jewish diasporic
initiatives. Hence why, in these regions, the interventions in landscapes containing Jewish cemeteries are
much more integrated in international movements. Initiatives are thus characterized by national and local
efforts to serve the visitor, but also by international cooperation’s operating as preservationists.
The five Dutch cases are to a lesser extend distinctively part of an international dialogue as evident as
Central-Eastern Europe. Investigating the Jewish cemeteries of Beverwijk, Edam, Enkhuizen, Medemblik
and Monnickendam reveals a wide range of locally approached perspectives and initiatives making sense
of these orphaned places. However, it seems as with the recently allocated state funds for the preservation
of national sites of Jewish heritage and Jewish cemeteries in specific, a multi-levelled approach is making
its entrance. The prioritization of preserving Jewish cemeteries by the Dutch government explains the stake
politics have in orchestrating the Holocaust memory. The close ties the Dutch government has with the
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA), also shows the increasing force of politics in regards
to a universalizing approach to the Holocaust in a further globalizing world. So in regards of the five Dutch
cases of this research it leaves one to wonder, are we approaching a political turn?
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